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Editor’snote

D

ecember arrived stealthily for almost everyone I speak to.
One minute, it was the start of a new decade – we had
high hopes of better things to come after the recession in
2019; then it was the ‘impossible to believe’ lockdown of the
world and now everyone has learnt that the future is shrouded in
mystery, and that it is not necessarily going to be better than the
past on which some may wish to hastily slam the door. And so we
remain in an uncertain world.
And, despite a changed world in so many different ways, it has
also been a case of ‘Plus ça change, plus c'est la même chose’. It is
unfortunate that the law has been seen to be enthusiastically active
in relation to misdemeanours, while those in high places, who disregarded the law in the past, have continued to ‘get away with it’ –
we watch with bemusement the ‘antics’ of the country’s erstwhile
president who remains the epitome of the
‘Teflon man’.
without prejudice carries articles on
corruption and fraud written by Candice
Padayachee of KPMG and Petrus Marais
and his team at FTI – these are topics with
which South Africans are only too familiar. And the many people who despair of
the ongoing corruption at all levels in our
country, will have been disgusted to read
the November ‘Joburg Update’,
“Disciplinary action will be taken against
more than 400 officials of the City of
Johannesburg who irregularly benefitted
from COVID-19 relief funds meant for
struggling residents. A further 1 129
employees will also face disciplinary action
after it was found that they had been benefitting from other social grants including
social, child, military veterans and pension grants. The City’s
Group Forensics and Investigation Services (GFIS) discovered that
1 548 officials and employees had fraudulently benefitted from special COVID-19 social relief of distress grants and other grants
intended for unemployed people.”
Executive Mayor of the City of Johannesburg, Councillor
Geoffrey Makhubo, has promised to take action against those
involved. We can hope, but unfortunately, of course, evidence led
at the Zondo Commission names Mayor Makhubo himself in relation to irregular activities involving EOH.
And in relation to abiding by the law, the City of Johannesburg
has also made it clear that it will not tolerate flouting of the law
when it comes to property owners. Councillor Khoza said, “The
Department of Development Planning takes such matters very seriously, hence there will be no tolerance for property owners who
refuse to follow necessary protocol. The City will do everything
necessary to send a very strong message against the practice of

erecting illegal structures. There will be serious consequences for
contravening building regulations”. And what the City felt was
necessary was demolition.
How unfortunate that this lack of tolerance for actions that
ignore the law is not as enthusiastically applied to those who have
robbed the country of billions.
Other countries are not always better in a myriad ways, but the
footsteps out of the country continue to grow. If you are young
enough (or rich enough) to leave, one of the reasons cited by those
who do is the inability of the law to hold accountable those in
both the public (for example, the Zuma/Thales corruption and
racketeering case has been going on for fifteen years) and private
sector (e.g. the Tigon case continues to bob along after eighteen or
so years) for so-called white-collar crimes, and rising figures in violent crimes where no-one is brought to
book; an apparent inability to be impartial
that makes the grass look very much greener
on the other side.
There is considerable emphasis being
placed on infrastructure as a way to uplift the
economy. While the latest Databuild Insight
states that more than 50 new projects, apparently worth around R360 billion, have been
gazetted for the construction industry, it cautions, “We remain sceptical of these newly
gazetted projects as, according to Datatbuild’s
data on projects that have come out to tender, many of these have been in the pipeline
for more than four years. There is also a massive lack of detail around these projects and
not much transparency”.
But there is a ray of hope that 2021 may
be a better year, at least on the health front.
UK Prime Minister, Boris Johnson announced that the
Pfizer/BioNTech COVID-19 vaccines will be administered from
the second week of December – free of charge.
Given the fallout from the COVID-19 pandemic, the current
global economic climate, and its impact on South Africa, we have
taken a bold decision to publish without prejudice quarterly, in a
digital format only. Our weekly newsletter without prejudice Legal
Briefcase will continue to keep readers up-to-date on legal matters.
Look out for the first issue of without prejudice in March 2021.
without prejudice wishes all readers a happy and relaxed festive
season – although ‘festive’ is a bit of a misnomer this year. Many
people have lost loved ones, income and the intangibles like confidence and a sense of belonging in this world of ours. Some of us
have been more fortunate, and I am truly grateful that I fall into
this category. May 2021 bring peace and good health. ◆
MYRLE VANDERSTRAETEN

Energy | Mining | Infrastructure | Life Sciences
Financial Services | Technology

At Fasken, we ﬁnd innovative legal solutions for businesses in pursuit of strategic
and commercial success. From day to day operations through to strategic
initiatives and complex transactions throughout Africa. Clients rely on us for
practical, innovative and cost-eﬀective legal services. We solve the most complex
business and litigation challenges, providing exceptional value.
fasken.com/johannesburg
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SCA decision affirms important principles
related to separate legal personality and
directors’ fiduciary duties
ANELE NONGOGO

E

arlier this year, in the case Hlumisa Investment
Holdings (RF) Ltd and Another v Kirkinis and Others
2020 (5) SA 419 (SCA), the Supreme Court of Appeal
(SCA) delivered a judgment interpreting certain key provisions of the Companies Act and the liability of directors.

The SCA ultimately found that shareholders of a company cannot sue
directors for a decrease in the value of their shares in a company.
The decision reaffirmed two important principles: (i) a company is a
separate legal personality (a separate entity from its members); and (ii)
directors owe their fiduciary duties to the company, not the shareholders
or members of the company.
By way of background, this matter was originally heard in the high
court where two shareholders of African Bank Investments Limited
(ABIL), the holding company of African Bank Limited (African Bank),
alleged that the directors of ABIL violated sections 22(1) and 76(3) of
the Companies Act. These sections deal with companies conducting the
business recklessly and a director’s duty to act in the best interests of the
company respectively. The shareholders alleged that these violations by
the directors resulted in a significant loss in the value of their shares. The
shareholders’ cause of action was based on s218(2) of the Companies Act,
which states that, “Any person who contravenes any provision of this Act
is liable to any other person for any loss or damage suffered by that person













as a result of that contravention”.
The court ruled against the shareholders on the basis that they did
not suffer loss as a result of the
directors’ alleged violations, but
rather that the loss was as a result of
their ABIL shares losing value,
which was a consequence of losses
suffered by African Bank and ABIL.
The shareholders subsequently
appealed to the SCA. A key consideration in this matter was the concept of a company’s separate legal
personality, which states that a comNongogo pany is a distinct entity from its
shareholders, and that any loss it suffers is separate from any loss which the shareholders may suffer. The SCA
ruled in favour of the directors on this basis, namely that “where a wrong is
done to a company, only the company alone may sue for damage caused to
it” and that “the shareholders, however, do not have a direct cause of action
against the wrongdoer. The company alone has a right of action.” ◆
Nongogo is a Candidate Attorney
with Webber Wentzel. The article
was reviewed by Jon Forman, a
Partner.
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Business rescue is in the interest of all
stakeholders in a company
PETRONELLA

MUDAU

A

n effective South African economy is dependent
on the continued use of business enterprises.
The failure of a company affects not only its
shareholders and creditors, but also its employees, customers, suppliers and the community. An entire community can be affected by serious socio-economic problems when a large company in their area collapses. It is,
therefore, important that some effort be made to rescue
a company that is suffering a temporary setback, but
has the potential to survive if it is given some breathing
space to overcome its financial distresses. South Africa
was one of the first countries to introduce a formal corporate rescue procedure.

History overview of corporate rescue prior to the Companies
Act (71 of 2008)
Rescuing a company is not entirely novel under South African Company
Law. The judicial management procedure was introduced into South
African Law by the Companies Act (46 of 1926). Although the provisions were largely ineffective, it was, nonetheless, an early attempt by
government to assist businesses in a financial decline. The judicial management procedure was carried through to the Companies Act (61 of
1973). In terms of this Act, the court could grant a judicial management
order when a company was unable to meet its obligations, and it was
more likely for such company to recover if it was placed under judicial
management. The Companies Act (61 of 1973) was replaced by the
Companies Act (71 of 2008), which has been in force since 1 May 2011.
The purpose of section 7(K) of the Companies Act (71 of 2008)
Section 7(k) of the Companies Act is of particular importance as it “provides for the efficient rescue and recovery of financially distressed companies, in a manner that balances the rights and interests of all relevant
stakeholders”. In order to fulfil the purpose in s7(k), a business rescue procedure has been included in Chapter 6 of the Act to introduce the culture
of rescue in the South African system. However, the question remains
whether this has effectively achieved the purpose as set out in s7(k).
Business rescue concept as set out in Chapter 6 of the
Companies Act
The Companies Act uses the term business rescue which is, strictly
speaking, corporate rescue procedure. The procedure aims to rescue the

entire corporate, and it could be difficult. In the case of Employees of Solar
Spectrum Trading 83 (Pty) Limited v AFGRI Operations Limited and
Another, In Re; AFGRI Operations Limited v Solar Spectrum Trading 83
(Pty) Ltd (6418/2011, 18624/2011, 66226/2011, 66226/2011, 66226A/11)
[2012] ZAGPPHC 359 (16 May 2012), the courts emphasised that there
are substantial differences between
business rescue and judicial management, including the fact that
business rescue proceedings are not
exceptional procedures,as was judicial management, nor is the test for
granting a business rescue order. A
company will be in financial distress if it appears that it will be
unable to pay all of its debts as they
become due within a six month
period.
The commencement of business rescue proceedings
Business rescue proceedings may
Mudau
commence through a resolution by
the board of directors of the company, or by court order. According to
s129, the board of a company may resolve that the company voluntarily
begin business rescue proceedings, if the board has the grounds to believe
that the company is financially distressed, and there appears to be a
prospect of rescuing the company. A resolution may not be adopted if liquidation proceedings have been initiated.
Section 129(3) stipulates that within five business days after a company
has adopted and filed a resolution – or a longer time if the Commission,
on application by the company, allows – the company must publish a
notice of the resolution and its effective date in the prescribed manner to
every affected person, including, with the notice, a sworn statement of the
facts relevant to the grounds on which the board resolution was founded.
The Companies Act further specifies that a company which has adopted
a resolution may not adopt a resolution to begin liquidation proceedings,
unless the resolution has lapsed, or until the business rescue proceedings
have ended.
Once the business rescue process has started, it is not reversible.
However, provision is made in the Companies Act for a court to set aside
both the resolution and the appointment of the business rescue practitioner.
If the board of directors does not resolve to commence business rescue
proceedings, an affected person may apply to court to order business rescue proceedings to commence. However, the liquidation of the company
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always remains a possibility if the court decides that business rescue is not
appropriate. The company that is the subject of the business rescue application is entitled to oppose it.
Legal consequences of business rescue proceedings
The commencement of business rescue proceedings has profound legal
consequences for a number of activities performed by the company and its
stakeholders. In particular, most civil legal proceedings are stayed until
the end of the business rescue process.
Section 133(1) stipulates that no legal proceedings, including enforcement action, may commence against the company in any forum during
the business rescue proceedings.
Employees who were employed before the commencement of business
rescue proceedings continue to be employed on the same terms and conditions, subject to the employees and the company agreeing on different
terms, which comply with the applicable labour laws.
This moratorium provides the company with breathing space, while
the business rescue practitioner attempts to rescue the company through
the implementation of a business rescue plan.
Rights of affected persons during business rescue proceedings
During a company’s business rescue proceedings, any employees of the
company who are represented by a registered trade union may exercise
any rights through their trade union, and in accordance with labour law.
Any employees who are not represented by a registered trade union may
elect to exercise their rights either directly, or by proxy through a representative.
In terms of sections 145 and 146, each creditor and each holder of any
issued security of the company is entitled to a notice of each court proceeding, decision, meeting and other relevant events concerning the business rescue proceedings.
In addition to these rights, each creditor has the right to vote to
amend, approve or reject a proposed business rescue plan, in the manner
contemplated in s152.

Business rescue plan
It is the duty of the business rescue practitioner to prepare a business
rescue plan for the company, however, they must consult the creditors
and other stakeholders. A rescue plan must contain all the information
that affected persons may need to decide whether or not to accept the
plan.
A business rescue practitioner may be appointed only if they are a
member in good standing of a legal, accounting or business management
profession accredited by the Commission; have been licensed by the
Commission; are not subject to an order of probation; would not be disqualified from acting as a director of the company; and do not have any
other relationship with the company which would lead a reasonable and
informed third party to conclude that the integrity, impartiality or objectivity of that person is compromised by that relationship.
Conclusion
In terms of s7(k), business rescue cannot be in the interests of shareholders only, but that the interests of all the stakeholders and their support for
business rescue must also be considered. To balance the rights and interests of all relevant stakeholders, as mentioned in s7(K), Chapter 6 details
the rights of the affected person and procedures to be followed, even
though the affected person was identified in s128(a).
The question is, has Chapter 6 of the Companies Act achieved its purpose as set out in Section 7(k)? We are currently living in the middle of
the COVID-19 pandemic and many companies are unable to meet their
day-to-day obligations. Will business rescue and Chapter 6 serve as a better tool to rescue businesses that are in financial distress?
Time and court cases will tell. ◆
Mudau is a Senior Documentation Specialist at Absa Legal: Corporate
and Investment Banking.
The contents of this article are provided for general information purposes only
and do not constitute legal advice.
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Regulating artificial intelligence from a data
protection perspective – lessons from the EU
PREETA BHAGATTJEE, APHINDILE GOVUZA AND LIAM SEBANZ

E

arlier this year, the European Parliament published a study on the relationship between the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and
artificial intelligence (AI) (cited as ‘PE 641.530 – June
2020’) (the Study). Although the Study highlights that
currently there are several uncertainties in the application of data protection principles to AI technology, it
demonstrates the European legislature’s intention to
regulate the ongoing developments in the AI space,
from a data protection perspective.

The relevance of data protection laws in the AI context
Personal information can primarily be processed by AI applications in two
different ways:
it can be used in the creation of datasets which are subsequently used
to train AI machine-learning
systems to construct algorithmic
models; and
conversely, such algorithmic
models can be applied to
datasets of personal information
in order to draw inferences pertaining to particular individuals.
From a data protection perspective, both of these instances would
constitute the “processing” of personal information under both the
GDPR and the South African
Protection of Personal Information
Act ( 4 of 2013) (POPIA). Notably,
Bhagattjee
however, neither the GDPR nor
POPIA contain express provisions regulating the use of AI technology in
the context of a responsible party’s data processing activities.
Summary of the findings of the European Parliament’s Study
Despite the GDPR failing to make express provision for the regulation of
AI technology from a data protection perspective, and despite certain
tensions that are present between some of the GDPR’s traditional data
protection principles and the full realisation of the potential of AI technology, the Study notes that many of these data protection principles can

be interpreted, applied or otherwise
developed in a manner that is consistent with the implementation of
AI applications. For example, the
Study opined on the inherent tensions between the full realisation of
the potential of AI technology and
certain data protection principles,
including:
The purpose limitation principle
(article 5(1)(b) under the GDPR;
sections 13 -15 under POPIA) –
which requires that personal
information must be collected for
Govuza
specified, explicit and legitimate
purposes, and not be further
processed in a manner that is
incompatible with those purposes.
According to the Study, the use
of AI technology is incompatible
with this principle, as it enables
the practical reuse of personal
information for new purposes
that are inconsistent with the
purposes for which the personal
information was originally collected. An example includes the
situation where an AI application
uses personal information to
understand consumer preferences
Sebanz
and to send targeted advertising
based on those preferences when
the information was initially collected for another purpose (e.g. for purposes of carrying out specific obligations under a contract between the
responsible party and the data subject). To solve this inconsistency
between AI technology and this principle, the Study suggests the development of a flexible application of the concept of “compatibility” (i.e. the
compatibility between the original purpose for which the personal information is collected, on the one hand, and the new purpose for processing
on the other hand), which would thus allow for the lawful reuse of personal information by AI applications. In other words, that clear guidelines need to be developed in order to clarify the extent to which the
repurposing of personal information will be considered lawful, where the
repurposing involves the use of AI applications.
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The data minimisation principle (article 5(1)(c) of the GDPR; s10 of
POPIA), which requires that personal information must be adequate,
relevant and limited to what is necessary, in relation to the specified
purposes for which it is processed. In short, the data minimisation
principle prohibits a responsible party from processing more personal
information than is strictly required. According to the Study, the use
of AI technology (specifically in the context of data analytics involving the analysis of vast datasets) is incompatible with the very idea of
the data minimisation principle – which effectively militates against
the processing of vast amounts of personal information. To solve the
inconsistency between AI technology and this principle, the Study
suggests that the focus of the minimisation principle should be on the
reduction of the “personality” of the personal information (i.e. deidentification) as opposed to focusing on the reduction in the amount
of personal information being processed.
The Study concludes that the uncertainties inherent in the application of data protection laws to AI processing activities can be resolved
without significant amendments being effected to the GDPR. These
uncertainties will, however, only be appropriately addressed via the provision of regulatory guidance from data protection authorities.

AI technology in South Africa
From a South African perspective, it is important to note that the data
protection principles considered in the Study (and specifically those
already discussed) are found in both the GDPR and in POPIA. The main
findings of the Study should, therefore, be taken into consideration by
South African businesses, to the extent that they make use of AI technology in their data processing activities.
The use of AI applications in the context of data processing activities
in South Africa (governed by POPIA) should be carefully considered by
South African businesses when conducting POPIA compliance assessments for any planned or existing use of AI technology in their business.
South Africans must note that the lack of express jurisdictional regulation
on the subject does not change the fact that responsible parties who make
use of AI in their processing activities will need to comply with the allencompassing provisions of POPIA as early as 30 June 2021. ◆
Bhagattjee is a Director and Sector Head
Technology, Media and Telecommunications,
Govuza a Senior Associate and Sebanz and
Associate with Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr.
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All aboard: SARS has
(almost) steadied the
VDP ship
JOON CHONG AND WESLEY GRIMM

D

uring 2020, SARS embarked on an extensive
overhaul of the Voluntary Disclosure Programme
(VDP) process with stakeholders, including tax
practitioners and taxpayers.
SARS’ VDP process is a legislated means for taxpayers to voluntarily
approach SARS to regularise their tax affairs and pay additional tax to
SARS where they made a default. A default may arise where incomplete or
inaccurate information has been submitted to SARS or where a taxpayer
has failed to submit relevant information to SARS. The default must result
in an understatement of tax payable to SARS. The VDP process presents a
unique opportunity for SARS to increase collections as taxpayers are voluntarily offering to give SARS additional and much-needed revenue.
To assist SARS with its efforts to overhaul the VDP process, we,

together with other
practitioners and representatives from industry bodies,
participated in SARS’ Voluntary Disclosure Programme Feedback Survey
for 2020 and other workshops and contact sessions.
The opportunity for tax practitioners and taxpayers to engage with
SARS regarding practical issues in relation to the VDP process was valuable, and the person tasked with the job of overhauling the VDP process –
Nicholas Nemalili – consistently and contentiously engaged with us.
In our most recent contact sessions with SARS, during September and
October 2020, SARS was able to give further positive feedback on the
strides made in overhauling the VDP process. SARS advised that nearly
three quarters of the historical backlog in the VDP process has been
cleared (and where matters remained unresolved, this was primarily due
to outstanding information from taxpayers); and that over half of VDP
matters submitted to SARS during 2020 had already been resolved.
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SARS’ progress in this regard is
noteworthy.
During these engagements,
SARS also provided insights regarding the way in which VDP applications are now pre-screened to determine if they may be resolved on an
expedited basis. This enhancement
alone stands to improve revenue
collections significantly, and is to be
welcomed.
Mr Nemalili did, however, caution tax practitioners that all VDP
applications are scrutinised in detail
Grimm and where questions are raised or
requests for additional information
made, it is because such requests usually have a direct, positive impact on
the amount ultimately assessed as part of the VDP process. Simply stated,
the relevant SARS official tasked with processing a VDP application
applies their mind to all aspects of the VDP application. Furthermore,
where a taxpayer is dissatisfied with the outcome of the VDP process,

they may request that SARS review
that decision in terms of s9 of the
Tax Administration Act, 2011.
SARS’, and Mr Nemalili’s, candour in acknowledging and engaging with tax practitioners and taxpayers on issues regarding the VDP
process is a decisive departure from
the status quo, and a step in the
right direction towards an enhanced
and more “taxpayer-friendly” VDP
process. Given SARS’ constrained
collections, the great strides made in
overhauling the VDP process were
Chong
overdue and necessary.
Although the VDP ship has
been steadied, the firm continues to proactively engage with SARS and
the VDP Unit to keep enhancing the process. ◆
Chong is a Partner and Grimm an
Associate with Webber Wentzel.
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Competition Law in times of COVID–19
GOMOLEMO KEKESI AND DISEBO LEOKAOKE

I

n the wake of the declaration of the COVID-19 pandemic as a national disaster, several unprecedented
measures were taken by the South African government to limit and mitigate its impact. Of particular interest in our field are the regulations and block exemptions
published by the Minister of Trade, Industry and
Competition – and their potential future impact on competition law and market behaviour.

While the regulations (Govt Gazette 43116, 19 March 2020) focus mainly
on protecting consumers from “unconscionable, unfair, unreasonable,
unjust or improper commercial practices during the national disaster”, the
block exemptions were geared toward promoting co-ordination in sectors
that were essential to the fight against COVID-19.
The regulations laid the foundation for a record number of cases investigated and prosecuted by the Competition Commission, relating primarily
to excessive pricing of essential products such as masks and sanitisers. This

is in sharp contrast to the preCOVID-19 era in which, during the
past decade there were only two
excessive pricing prosecutions: Mittal
Steel South Africa Limited and Others
v Harmony Gold Mining Company
Limited and Another
(70/CAC/Apr07) [2009] ZACAC 1
(29 May 2009) and Sasol Chemical
Industries Limited v Competition
Commission (131/CAC/Jun14)
[2015] ZACAC 4; 2015 (5) SA 471
(CAC) (17 June 2015). One ended
in a confidential settlement and the
Kekesi
other was unsuccessful on appeal. As
such, pre-COVID the test for excessive pricing appeared insurmountable.
Fast-forward to July 2020, the Competition Tribunal prohibited the
pricing of face masks by Dis-Chem (Competition Commission and DisChem Pharmacies Limited (Dis-Chem)) and Babelegi (Competition
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Commission and Babelegi Workwear
Overall Manufacturers and Industrial
Supplies CC) (Babelegi)) for being
excessive. Babelegi’s recent appeal
was unsuccessful. These cases were
prosecuted expeditiously compared
with previous prosecutions that
spanned a number of years.
Approximately 39 further excessive
pricing cases relating to COVID-19
were settled very quickly and without admissions of guilt.
This flurry of excessive pricing
prosecutions is a point of some conLeokaoke tention amongst legal and economic
commentators. Concern has been
raised that sufficient regard was not had to whether the relevant markets
were capable of self-correcting by restoring pricing back to competitive levels. In addition, competition enforcement is traditionally not concerned
with short-term or once-off market distortions. In the context of COVID19, supply shortages of the likes of masks and sanitisers, panic-buying and
lockdown restrictions were major contributors to creating temporary pricing
power. However, markets appear to have self-corrected fairly quickly, as supply shortages for essential products were brief and ended even before the
Tribunal handed down decisions. As such, any adverse effect on consumers
was not enduring and this should have arguably carried greater weight in the
analysis of these cases.

It will be interesting to see what precedent (if any) these decisions will
have on post-COVID prosecutions. For instance, will they make it easier
to meet the test for excessive pricing, or lead to a general increase in prosecutions during normal market conditions?
Aside from rigorous prosecutions, additional measures to allow for muchneeded resources to be made readily available to consumers by key sectors were
provided in the form of block exemptions for conduct that would otherwise be
prohibited between rivals in terms of the Competition Act (89 of 1998). The
intention was to enable firms to have a unified approach to delivery of essential services during the pandemic.
Laudable as this may be, the effects of co-ordination between rivals may
be difficult to bring to an end once the national disaster is lifted. For example, it is well-known that many of the hardcore cartels uncovered by the
Commission in the past arose out of the ashes of government-sanctioned
pricing boards or quota systems. When these were scrapped, rivals continued to operate collusively, albeit unlawfully. How will competition authorities ensure that these block exemptions do not chill competition far
beyond the pandemic?
At an ethical level, one welcomes the foresight and swift response of
competition authorities in curbing exploitative market behaviour.
However, only time will tell whether these unprecedented interventions
might have any irreversible or unintended consequences for competition jurisprudence or healthy competition. ◆
Kekesi is a Director and Leokaoke a Candidate
attorney with Lawtons Africa.

Constitutionallaw

Section 172 – Constitution: 1; Arbitration: 0
JOHAN DU TOIT

A

n arbitrator derives their powers from the agreement between the parties. If the arbitrator’s power
to act is subsequently disputed, the arbitrator
may, if the arbitration agreement so allows (as the AFSA
agreement does), determine its own jurisdiction. It is selfevident that such jurisdiction should allow the arbitrator to
apply the law to its fullest extent, including the remedies
available.

This is where a problem lurks, if regard is had to the Constitution.
The Constitution is the supreme law of the land. Conduct inconsis-

tent with it is invalid. Section 172 (1) provides as follows:
“(1) When deciding a constitutional matter within its power, a court(a) must declare that any law or conduct that is inconsistent with
the Constitution is invalid to the extent of its inconsistency; and
(b) may make any order that is just and equitable….”
What is a constitutional matter? Normandien Farms (Pty) Limited v
South African Agency for Promotion of Petroleum Exportation and
Exploitation SOC Limited and Others [2020] ZACC 5 at [38] states (footnotes omitted): “It is accepted, more generally, that the interpretation
and application of legislation specifically mandated by the Constitution is
a constitutional matter.” Applied to the facts, it was held that the interpretation and application of a statute enacted to discharge a constitutional
obligation such as the Minerals and Petroleum Resources Development
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Act (28 of 2002) (MPRDA), constitutes a constitutional matter.
If, for instance, the validity of an agreement for the transfer of mineral
or exploration rights is at stake, and it involves an interpretation or application of the MPRDA, it is a constitutional matter. If entertained by an
arbitrator, it appears that just and equitable remedies available in terms of
s172 will not avail the parties, because only courts, and not tribunals or
arbitrators, have the jurisdiction to do so. To avoid a situation where
appropriate relief cannot be granted by an arbitrator, it seems to follow
that the latter will exceed its jurisdiction and will have to hold that it
indeed does not have jurisdiction, leaving the dispute resolution to the
courts alone in such instance.
In similar vein, AB and Another v Pridwin Preparatory School and Others
[2020] ZACC 12 provides another example. Here, the matter was run in
the courts. It pertained to the admission of a learner and the termination
of the parent agreement due to the conduct of the parent. The school’s
cancellation was set aside by the Constitutional Court. By s29 of the
Constitution, every child has the fundamental right to basic education.
Education is highly regulated, inter alia, by the Schools Act 1996, s45 of
which permits the establishment of independent schools, with s45A
bearing on the admission to such schools. The constitutional validity of

the parent agreement and the constitutional rights of children to
attend independent schools were
involved, and hence constituted a
constitutional matter.
Undoubtedly, many an independent school’s parent contract will
contain an arbitration clause. In
similar circumstances, it is likely
that the arbitration route will be
closed, requiring the availability of
equitable remedies to be left to the
courts.
Parties to an arbitration agreeDu Toit ment, where the dispute raises a
constitutional matter with concomitant just and equitable remedies, may be well advised to consider challenging the arbitrator’s jurisdiction and litigate, rather than arbitrate. ◆
Du Toit SC is an Advocate with Group One Advocates.
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LEGAL PRACTITIONERS CAN
HELP IN THE FIGHT AGAINST
FINANCIAL CRIME

C

riminals often seek to use legal practitioners such as attorneys, notaries and conveyancers to launder the proceeds of
crime and in the financing of terrorism.
The broad range of services legal practitioners offer thus make
them vulnerable to being targeted by criminals for financial
abuse.

FIC Act obligations
Section 42 of the FIC Act outlines the compliance obligations which legal practitioners as accountable institutions
must fulfil.

These seven compliance obligations are:

Legal practitioners play an important role in the defence against
financial crime and, in terms of the Financial Intelligence Centre
Act, 2001 (Act 38 of 2001) (FIC Act) must meet certain anti-money laundering and terrorist financing obligations. These compliance obligations are geared to assist in identifying the proceeds
of crime, combating money laundering and terrorist financing.
As they deal with sizeable financial transactions every day, legal
practitioners play a significant role in driving South Africa’s
economy and, they are equally important in ensuring the integrity of the financial system.
The FIC Act defines legal practitioners as ’practitioners who
practice as defined in Section 1 of the Attorneys Act, 1979 (Act
53 of 1979) (Attorneys Act)’. The Attorneys Act has since been
repealed and replaced by the Legal Practice Act (Act 28 of
2014), which was promulgated in November 2018.

Record keeping

Client identification
and verification

(Risk-based approach)

Reporting

Training of
employees

Client identification and verification
Legal practitioners must have a good understanding of their
clients i.e. their source of funds for transactions, changes in client conduct in relation to transaction or client undertaking, and
identification and verification information.
This is done through the client due diligence process of establishing and verifying clients (natural person or legal entity)
whether it is a new or existing business relationship.
Adopting a risk-based approach to onboarding of customers allows legal practitioners the flexibility to determine the extent of
customer identity verification as well as assessing and managing
the money laundering and terrorist financing risk.

$SSRLQWDFRPSOLDQFHRႈFHU

Registration with
the FIC

Risk management
and compliance
programme

Reporting to the FIC
Under the FIC Act, accountable institutions are required to submit regulatory reports to the FIC:
Cash threshold reports – on transactions (receipt or issuing)
above the cash threshold of R24 999.99.
Terrorist property reports – property associated with terrorist
and related activities.
Suspicious and unusual transaction reports – transactions that
are unusual or arouse suspicion in terms of money laundering or
terror financing activities.
The information contained in these reports assists the FIC in its
development of financial intelligence which law enforcement,
prosecutorial authorities and other competent authorities can
use for their investigations and applications for asset forfeiture
where necessary.

Targeted financial sanctions
With the FIC’s listing of persons identified for targeted financial
sanctions, legal practitioners are required to scrutinise their new
and existing client information against this listing. Furthermore,
the process for this screening must be contained in the organisation’s RMCP.
Institutions can vary their approach to customer identification
and verification, depending on factors such as the type of
customer, business relationship, product or service offering, and
location. This allows legal practitioners to work smarter and not
harder in meeting their FIC Act obligations.

Record keeping
Legal practitioners must keep records of both the client identification and verification information and all transactional information. These records must be kept for five years from date of
transaction and/or business relationship being concluded.

Risk management and compliance programme
Every legal practitioner must develop, document, maintain and
implement a risk management and compliance programme
(RMCP). A RMCP must incorporate all the elements of the obligations set out in the FIC Act. It is essential that legal practitioners use a risk-based approach to effectively implement and
apply their RMCP.

Legal practitioners can access the targeted financial sanctions
list on the FIC website and subscribe to receive alerts and
notifications when changes are made to the list. The list, which
details persons and entities linked to terrorist and associated
activities, is also available on the South African Police Service
and the United Nations Security Council websites.
Should a legal practitioner discover they have a client on the
targeted financial sanctions list, they are not permitted to
transact with the individual or entity. The legal practitioner is
required to submit a terrorist property report, should they identify property in their possession or under their control, which is
owned or controlled or on behalf of a person or an entity identified on the sanctions list.
This obligation arises from section 26A of the FIC Act and
offences listed under the Protection of Constitutional Democracy Against Terrorist and Related Activities Act, 2004 (Act 33 of
2004).

Appointing persons responsible for compliance
A legal practitioner that is a legal entity must have a compliance
functionary to assist the senior management team. They must
appoint a designated individual with appropriate and sufficient
competencies to assist in the discharging of the legal practitioner’s FIC Act obligations.

Training of employees
The legal practitioner must ensure that all employees undergo
the appropriate level of training on the FIC Act and the practitioner’s RMCP.

FIC guidance note 6A provides insight on this reporting obligation, and in addition public compliance communication 44 (PCC
44) gives guidance on the application of the targeted financial
sanctions regimes within South Africa.
The FIC has published PCC 47 which provides further guidance
to legal practitioners on the continued applicability of the FIC
Act given the amendments to the Legal Practice Act. All PCCs
are available on the FIC website (www.fic.gov.za) along with
other user manuals and guidance geared to assist entities in
fulfilling their obligations.

Registration
As a pre-requisite to begin reporting to the FIC and to contribute in the fight against crime, legal practitioners must first
register with the FIC on www.fic.gov.za. Only after registering,
will they be able to submit reports to the FIC.

For any queries, please contact the FIC’s compliance contact
centre on 012 641 6000, select option 1, or submit a web query
by clicking on: http://www.fic.gov.za/ContactUs/Pages/ComplianceQueries.aspx
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Has the employer’s right to dismiss for being
under the influence of cannabis at work
gone up in smoke?
WARREN BEECH

S

outh Africa’s health and safety legislation places
extremely onerous responsibilities on employers
regarding the health and safety of their own
employees, and other persons who may be affected by
the activities being conducted at the workplace.

The Mine Health and Safety Inspectorate (in the case of mines), and the
Department of Employment and Labour (in the case of non-mining workplaces) take their enforcement obligations seriously and regularly issue “stop
notices” or “prohibition notices” when incidents or accidents occur, or in the
interests of health and safety at a particular workplace.
Any person who has been involved in an incident or accident, or has
worked in a crew/team where a member has been killed or seriously injured, or
is a family member of a person who
has been killed or seriously injured,
will truly understand the devasting
consequences of a workplace incident
or accident.
It is, therefore, probably with
astonishment and concern that
employers and other stakeholders will
be considering the recent award of
the Commission for Conciliation,
Mediation and Arbitration under case
number GAJB19105-19 in the matter
of Rankeng/Signature Cosmetics and
Fragrance (Pty) Ltd.
The employee was dismissed for
Beech being under the influence of cannabis
at work. In addition to admitting that
he had smoked cannabis shortly before arriving at his workplace, representatives of the employer identified physical signs consistent with the use of
drugs/narcotics, and he tested positive for cannabis.
The Commissioner found that, despite the evidence, dismissal was too harsh,
and re-instated the employee (without backpay). The Commissioner also ordered
that the employee be issued with a final warning, valid for twelve months.
In coming to this conclusion, the Commissioner appears to have disregarded the potential workplace hazards in the dispatch area (with moving vehicles

and, possibly, moving machinery), where the employer had reallocated the
employee for the shift. However, the Commissioner relied heavily on the fact
that the employer, after identifying that the employee was possibly under the
influence of cannabis, relocated the employee to the dispatch area which,
according to the award, was regarded by the employer as a “safe environment”.
The award also highlighted that there is no scientific method to determine
whether a person is under the influence of cannabis or that there is, possibly,
an impairment of their performance.
This award highlights a number of aspects, including: if an employer determines that a “zero tolerance” approach will be adopted in relation to drugs
and alcohol, it must be consistent and definitive in the way it applies its policies and procedures, i.e. it cannot “relocate” persons to a “safer area”; identifying appropriate charges is critical – it is extremely difficult to prove whether or
not a person is “under the influence” of cannabis, even where a person confesses to its use or it is proven through laboratory testing; it is important to
have an accurate risk profile of a workplace. This is developed through an
objective hazard identification and risk assessment process, which also identifies the potential health and safety consequences that may flow from even the
smallest impairment of judgment, particularly in and around a high risk plant
and machinery.
If employers are serious about implementing and sustaining a “zero tolerance” approach, on health and safety grounds, employers will need to revisit
their obligations and responsibilities under the health and safety legislation,
their policies and procedures regarding drugs and alcohol, and how they view
human factors and the impact on human behaviour and decision-making.
Before the impression is created that this article does not acknowledge the
very real situation around alcoholism and drug use, or that the article supports
dismissal in each and every case, I emphasise the importance of the implementation of preventative measures. Most employers implement an alcohol and
drug policy consisting of two elements: prevention, which is aimed at allowing
employees to undergo voluntary testing at the gate and/or to self-disclose before
entering the workplace, or undergoing compulsory testing at the gate, and random or compulsory testing once the employee has entered the workplace. By
placing an emphasis on voluntary testing and disclosure, and compulsory testing before an employee enters the workplace, and with appropriate actions
including counselling and treatment, an employer can comply with its health
and safety responsibilities by preventing access to the workplace. This enables
the employer to deal with the situation appropriately, without resorting to disciplinary enquiries, which would, in most instances result in dismissal. ◆
Beech is a Director of Beech Veltman.
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Arbitrary is still not equal to discrimination
as confirmed by the Labour Appeal Court
VENOLAN NAIDOO, TSHEPISO RASETLOLA AND ANDI MICHALOW

O

n 1 June 2020, we published an article in without
prejudice relating to the case of Naidoo & others
v Parliament of the Republic of SA (see summary:
https://www.withoutprejudice.co.za/free/article/6961/view.)
In that case, the Labour Appeal Court (LAC) dealt with the
construction to be placed on the phrase “any other arbitrary
ground” as set out in s6(1) of the Employment Equity Act
(55 of 1998) (EEA), and held that the expression was not
meant to be a self-standing ground, but rather one that
referred back to the specified grounds, so that a ground of a
similar kind would fall within the scope of s6(1) of the EEA.

On 9 November 2020, the LAC delivered judgment in Minister of Justice
and Correctional Services and Others v Ramaila and Others (CA 5/2019)
[2020] ZALAC 41 (Ramaila & Others), in which it dealt with the very
same question.
Background
In this case, Mr Ramaila was appointed as a state law adviser from outside the
public service, against the backdrop of a provision in Resolution 1 of 2012 of
the Public Service Co-ordinating
Bargaining Council and other applicable policies. These prescripts entitled him, as a new employee in the
public service, to ‘pay progression’
only after a qualifying period of 24
months’ employment. This was in
contrast to two other newly appointed
colleagues, who started in the same
type of job at the same time, were
appointed on exactly the same terms
and conditions of employment, who
received exactly the same performance rating as Mr Ramaila after one
year of employment, and who benefited
from
a pay progression after only one
Naidoo
year of employment as a state law
adviser. These two employees had been appointed from within the public
service and had already completed 24 months of employment in public service. The result was that there was an obvious pay differentiation between Mr
Ramaila and the other two employees, and that the basis for the differentiation was Mr Ramaila’s status as a ‘new employee in the public service’.

The parties to the collective
agreement, PSCBC Resolution 1 of
2012, agreed to amend Clause 4.6 of
PSCBC Resolution 9 of 2001 in
order “to develop and professionalise
the public service” by, inter alia,
extending the qualifying period in
respect of eligibility to receive pay
progression for first-time participants
from 12 to 24 months.
Disgruntled by the pay progression differentiation, Mr Ramaila pursued two causes of action where he
sought relief from the Labour Court:
unfair discrimination relying on
“any other arbitrary ground”; and
an administrative law review.

Rasetlola

Mr Ramaila contended that
PSCBC Resolution 1 of 2012, the
Incentive Policy Framework, and the
Performance Management Policy,
constituted administrative action in
terms of s1(a)(ii) of PAJA and was
thus reviewable on the basis that the
differentiation against the new
appointees, with regard to the duration for the eligibility for annual pay
progression:
is not rationally connected to the
stated objective sought to be
Michalow
achieved, namely, to develop and
professionalise the public service (s 6 (2)(f)(ii)(aa) of PAJA); and/or
is unconstitutional or unlawful in that it unfairly discriminated against
the new appointees in the public service (s6(2)(i) of PAJA).
Although Mr. Ramaila was successful in proving that he was “arbitrarily
discriminated against” in the Labour Court (based on the pay progression
differentiation), his employer appealed against that judgment, which culminated in the case before the LAC.
Analysis
The LAC in Ramaila & Others, therefore, relied on the Naidoo & Others decision in which the court had comprehensively dealt with the construction to
be placed on the phrase “any other arbitrary ground” as set out in s6(1) of the
EEA. The LAC confirmed that “the fundamental question before the court in
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Naidoo & Others was whether a “narrow” or a “broad” interpretation of the
compass of the phrase “any other arbitrary ground” should prevail. The LAC
held that “the distinction suggested, on the one hand, that the compass is limited to a ground which is analogous to the listed grounds, and on the other,
posited conduct required to be arbitrary, in the sense of being “capricious”.
As already mentioned, the expression should not be a self-standing ground,
but one that referred back to the specified grounds, so that a ground of a similar kind would fall within the scope of s6(1) of the EEA.
Moreover, the LAC in Ramaila & Others went on to say that the prohibition which the equality provision, as contained in the Constitution of
the Republic of South Africa, and by parity of reasoning, the EEA, is
directed at is the differentiation which impairs the fundamental dignity of
human beings, or in some other way affects persons adversely in a comparably serious manner. The LAC referred to the Constitutional Court (CC)
decision of National Coalition for Gay and Lesbian Equality and Another v
Minister of Justice and Other [1998] ZACC 15; 1998 (12) BCLR 1517 (CC)
at para 125.
Here, the CC distinguished the violation of dignity and self-worth under
the equality provisions from a violation of dignity under s10 of the Bill of
Rights. The LAC, relying on this CC authority, held that “the former is based
on the impact that the measure has on a person because of membership of an
historically vulnerable group that is identified and subjected to disadvantage
by virtue of certain closely held personal characteristics of its members; it is
the inequality of treatment that leads to and is proved by the indignity. The
violation of dignity under section 10, on the other hand, contemplates a
much wider range of situations. It offers protection to persons in their multiple
identities and capacities. Inequality is established, not simply through groupbased differential treatment, but through differentiation which perpetuates disadvantage and leads to the scarring of the sense of dignity and self-worth associated with membership of the group. Conversely, an invasion of dignity is

more easily established when there is an inequality of power and status
between the violator and the victim”.
The LAC found that Mr Ramaila’s argument that being a newcomer in
the public service or “newness” as Mr Ramaila termed it, an attribute which
he argued was used by the appellants to differentiate him, is far removed from
any of the specified grounds, or any ground akin or analogous to them. The
LAC was, therefore, not persuaded that the conduct of the appellants, objectively analysed on the grounds of Mr Ramaila’s attribute, that of being new in
the public service, had the potential to impair his fundamental human dignity
in a comparably serious manner. He, therefore, failed to discharge the onus.
The court also held that it observed the findings in Naidoo & Others supra
which, in turn, held that “not all wrongful conduct is justiciable under s6(1)
of the EEA, because there is no self-standing ground of arbitrariness or capriciousness. In summary, whatever the possible adverse consequences caused by
the pay progression system, these consequences did not constitute discrimination of a kind that could justify a claim in terms of section 6 of the EEA”.
Conclusion
Following the decision in Naidoo & Others, and now with Ramaila & Others, it
is clear that this further strengthens the legal position that favours the narrow
interpretation of “any other arbitrary ground”. The latter, accordingly, is not a
self-standing ground or phrase but must be constructed to be analogous to the
specified grounds listed under s6(1) of the EEA. In other words, the discriminatory ground must have the capability to potentially impair fundamental
human dignity, or otherwise affect it in a seriously comparable manner. ◆
Naidoo is a Senior Associate and
Rasetlola and Michalow are Associates
with Fasken (South Africa). This
article was overseen by Ludwig Frahm-Arp, a Partner.

Not so fast – Suspending disorderly
pickets in the Labour Court
NEIL COETZER

I

n the recent judgment of Clover SA (Pty) Ltd v
General Industries Workers Union of South Africa &
Others (unreported case, J1142/20, 30 October
2020) the Labour Court was called upon to suspend the
rules which regulated a picket in which the Union and its
members had participated, in support of a protected
strike regarding wage demands.

The picketing rules had been established by the CCMA more than a
year prior to the commencement of the strike. Notwithstanding this,
and unsurprisingly, the strike was marred by acts of violence, intimidation and other unlawful conduct. Three days after the strike commenced, the employer approached the Labour Court on an urgent basis
to obtain an Order, inter alia, compelling the Union and its members to
comply with the picketing rules.
The Order was handed down by the Labour Court on 16 October
2020, by agreement between the employer and the Union. It required
the Union and its members to comply with the picketing rules and
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interdicted them from engaging in any unlawful and violent conduct. It
also recorded that the Union would assist the employer in identifying
the persons who had contravened the picketing rules.
Following further breaches of the picketing rules and the Court
Order, the employer again approached the Labour Court seeking a number of Orders. At the hearing, it narrowed its relief sought to a suspension of the picketing rules.
The court noted the acts of violence and intimidation, and that the
picketing rules were being ignored by the Union and its members. It
found that s69(12) of the Labour Relations Act (66 of 1995), as amended (the LRA) enjoined the Labour Court to intervene and grant urgent
relief, as it had done in Dis-Chem
Pharmacies Ltd v Malema & Others
(2019) 40 ILJ 855 (LC). It noted,
however, that there were differences in the facts of Dis-Chem and
the present case, particularly in
the functionality of the picketing
rules.
The court found that all the
facts and circumstances must be
taken into account before deciding whether a complete or partial
suspension of the picketing rules,
or a variation of those rules, is
required. It found that since a balancing act had to be struck
Coetzer
between the competing interests
of the employees’ right to strike,
the employer’s right to continue its business unhindered, the interests of
other employees, customers and clients and a determination of whether
the rules still served their purpose, an order suspending picketing rules
would not be easily granted.
It found that an employer must demonstrate that measures to suspend the picketing rules are necessary, that the current rules are being
flouted or are not achieving the primary objective of peaceful demonstration, and it emphasised that this is a high threshold to meet.
In this case, the employer contended that despite the interdict being
granted, acts of violence, intimidation and unlawfulness continued.
There were also other instances of unlawful conduct in the surrounding
communities, where shop owners, customers and clients had been
harassed or threatened.
The Union denied that its members engaged in any unlawful conduct. The Deputy General Secretary of the Union contended that he
personally addressed employees at the employer’s premises after the
Order was obtained. The Union contended that the incidents in question occurred away from the employer’s workplace and away from the
designated picketing areas.
On the evidence before it, the court found that most of the incidents complained of were perpetrated by unknown individuals and took
place in the communities in which the employees reside. It also found
that many of the incidents were unrelated to the strike and involved
warring taxi owners operating in the area. In summary, it found that

there was no discernible evidence to indicate that the picketing rules
had become dysfunctional because of unlawful conduct in the demarcated areas.
The court pointed out that the picketing rules were only applicable
between the Union and the employer; what occurred in the surrounding communities was an issue for the criminal justice system. It was at
pains to point out that an alleged breach of picketing rules cannot necessarily be extended to incidents which take place in communities
after hours, unless there is evidence to suggest that ‘the acts of criminality were planned and executed within the four corners of those
Rules’.
As the employer had approached the Labour Court on an urgent
basis, it was required to show that it had no alternative remedy. The
court agreed with the Union’s argument that the employer should have
made use of contempt proceedings to achieve the result that it sought.
The court pointed out that the Order of the Labour Court made provision for the Union to assist the employer in identifying the persons
who had failed to adhere to the picketing rules. The employer had
failed to ask the Union for assistance, other than to send it a letter raising concerns about the continued acts of unlawfulness.
It found that the employer should have instituted contempt proceedings against the Union if it believed that its members had not complied
with the Order of the Labour Court. The court held that it could have
done so on an urgent basis and that the prospect of a ‘heavy prison sentence or financial penalty’ would be more effective than a suspension of
the picketing rules. In the circumstances the employer’s application was
dismissed.
The judgment is sure to be controversial. The judgment appears to
be at odds with the Labour Court’s earlier judgment in Dis-Chem, where
it found that a right to picket could be suspended or forfeited where
‘breaches of the picketing rules and violence, unlawful conduct and
intimidation are persisted with despite numerous attempts to secure
compliance’ (para 29 of Dis-Chem).
In this judgment, the court seems to have advocated an approach
which focuses on whether the breaches of the picketing rules affected
their functionality, while in Dis-Chem it made a broader determination
as to whether the objective of peaceful protest had been undermined by
the breaches.
The judgment in effect declares violence, intimidation and unlawful
conduct which occurs away from designated picketing areas to fall outside the scope of any remedy available to an employer in terms of
s69(12). It also suggests that an employer is better off using contempt
proceedings to deal with non-compliance with an Order of Court,
notwithstanding the fact that there are continuing breaches of the picketing rules.
Strike violence is, regrettably, very much part of our industrial relations culture and the amendments to s69 were a long-overdue attempt
to address it, at least to some extent. This judgment, despite some of
the remonstrations, may be sending the wrong message.
Will we ever see an amendment to s65 of the LRA which imposes a
substantive limitation on violent strikes? ◆
Coetzer is a Partner with Cowan-Harper-Madikizela.
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Labour consultants disguised as officials of
an employer’s organisation
NICCI WHITEAR-NEL

PEASA v CCMA (J1619/19) (LC) (7 October 2020)
ntroduction: This case is about representation at
CCMA processes, specifically the representation of
an employer by an official of an employer’s organisation (who was also an employee of a labour consultant). It concerns the interpretation of rule 25 of the
CCMA rules.

I

Factual Background
PEASA is an employer’s organisation. There is a two-month waiting period
for representation services from PEASA, in order to ensure that employers do not join simply to obtain CCMA/BC representation.
LabourNet is an Industrial Relations and Labour Law Service Provider,
which is not in the business of representing their members in CCMA or
BC proceedings.
LabourNet is a member of PEASA in its own right, as an employer of
about 183 employees.
There is an arrangement in terms of PEASA’s constitution, by which
PEASA could appoint “Dispute Advisors” as PEASA officials, to represent PEASA members in CCMA/BC processes.
The “Dispute Advisors” are appointed from nominated employees of
PEASA’s members. The “Dispute Advisors” were not themselves members of PEASA; their employer (in this case, LabourNet) was.
LabourNet nominated about 46 “Dispute Advisors”, who were
appointed by PEASA as their officials, in terms of their constitution.
The “Dispute Advisors” were not employed by PEASA, and not paid
for their representation services by either PEASA, or their employer,
LabourNet. Neither PEASA nor LabourNet were paid by the employer
who was represented by the “Dispute Advisor” in his purported capacity
as an official of PEASA. PEASA and LabourNet do not share fees. There
is no financial nexus between them.
Background to the case
This scheme caught the eye of some commissioners who mero motu considered and ruled upon whether the “Dispute Advisors” were entitled to
appear before them. There were four cases in the CCMA and BCs, where
the commissioners ruled that the “Dispute Advisors (being employees of
LabourNet purporting to appear in their capacity as officials of PEASA)
could not appear before them (but for different reasons).
PEASA sought to review the four rulings.

PEASA then brought a case against the CCMA for clarity on the
question of representation by their “Dispute Advisors,” as appointed officials of PEASA.
The case came before the Labour Court as a stated case – and the parties agreed that the court would rule on the question of the right of representation, and then, in the light of that order, consider and decide the
four pending review applications.
It was common cause that a commissioner cannot determine the
bona fides of an employer’s organisation and/or whether its constitution
complies with the LRA, because this
is the function of the Registrar of
Labour. So this was not an issue.
The court identified many issues
which required determination, in
light of the parties’ arguments –
including whether commissioners
could raise the issue of representation mero motu and whether rule 25
(5) could be relied upon to exclude
officials of PEASA from appearing
Whitear-Nel
in the CCMA or BC.
Rule 25(5) provides that a commissioner can exclude a representative
who is appearing on the basis that they are a co-member of an employer’s
organisation, with the employer being represented, on certain grounds,
such as whether the representative joined the employer’s organisation
solely in order to gain rights of appearance.
The competing arguments of the parties are set out in the judgment –
so I am not going to set them out here. I will jump to the Labour Court’s
reasoning and finding.
Labour Court
The Labour Court said that the starting point was Rule 25(1)(a)(ii), read
with Rule 25(1)(b), which provides for the right of representation by an
office bearer or official, as defined in the LRA, to appear in CCMA/BC
processes.
Section 213 of the LRA defines an office bearer as a person who holds
office in an employer’s organisation. An official is a person employed as
the secretary, assistant secretary, organiser of the employer’s organisation,
or in any other capacity prescribed by the Minister. The Minister has not
prescribed any other capacity.
It was common cause between the parties that the “Dispute Advisors”
appointed by PEASA did not hold office in PEASA and neither were
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they employed as the secretary, assistant secretary or organiser.
Therefore, held the court, PEASA’s “Dispute Advisers” did not qualify
for the right of representation. PEASA could not appoint “officials” outside of the definition in s213, LRA.
The court held further that commissioners do have the power to
enquire into and determine right of representation mero motu.
As regards the application of Rule 25(5), the court held that it had no
relevance in the case before it, since the clear wording of the subsection
limited its application to representatives claiming a right to appear by
virtue of being a member of the same employer’s organisation as the
employer (not as an office bearer or official of the employer’s organisation).
The Labour Court then proceeded to deal with the pending review
cases. It held that the commissioners had all arrived at the correct outcome, which was to exclude the “Dispute Advisers,” but for the wrong
reasons. None of the commissioners had referred to the definition of an

official of an employer’s organisation. One excluded the “Dispute
Advisor” because he was not a bona fide office bearer of PEASA. In fact,
he had not been elected to an office of PEASA at all; and bona fides were
irrelevant once it was provided that the representative fell within the
statutory definition of office holder or official of the employer’s organisation. The other commissioners relied on Rule 25(5) to exclude the
“Dispute Advisor” but s25(5) was irrelevant because the representative
was acting in his capacity as an official, not a co-member of PEASA, with
the employer.
Ultimately, the Labour Court declared that, in the absence of any
election to office or employment as the secretary, assistant secretary or
organiser of PEASA, their “Dispute Advisors” had no right to appear in
the CCMA, in terms of the CCMA Rule 25. ◆
Whitear-Nel is a Senior Lecturer at the University of KwaZulu-Natal;
PT CCMA Commissioner, and a Consultant Labour Attorney.

Forfeiture of severance pay –
“you snooze, you lose”
GAEL BARRABLE AND MZAMO DANANA

T

he Labour Relations Act (66 of 1995), as amended
(the LRA) envisages a meaningful, joint consensus-seeking process whenever an employer
considers dismissals based on operational requirements.
One of the issues that the parties must attempt to reach
consensus on is the possibility of alternatives to
retrenchment.

In Lemley v Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration and Others
(2020) 41 ILJ 1339 (LAC) the Labour Appeal Court was faced with a situation concerning the refusal of T-Systems SA (Pty) Ltd to pay its former
employee a severance package after he was retrenched on 25 September 2009.
To provide context, the Employer had initiated a S189 process read
with S189A of the LRA. In accordance with the provisions of the LRA,
the Employer presented the Employee an offer of alternative employment
in East London on 13 May 2009. The offer was rejected by the Employee,
without giving any reasons for doing so. On 29 May 2009, the Employer
tendered to the Employee a revised offer in terms of which the Employer
would increase the rental subsidy offered to him in East London. This offer
was once again rejected by the Employee.
It is important to note that, at the commencement of the retrenchment
process, the applicant was living in Port Elizabeth, which is some 284 km

away from the alternative employment offered in East London.
Furthermore, the applicant had completed some 38 years of service with
the Employer and was 57 years old.
During a consultation meeting held on 11 June 2009, the Employee
indicated that the offers tendered by the Employer were not viable for him
due to his age and family circumstances.
In light of the Employee’s rejection of the aforementioned offers, the
Employer offered the Employee the opportunity to take early retirement
and further offered to subsidise the shortfall in his pension fund in the
amount of R314 000, to allow him
to take early retirement. This was
calculated as the amount that the
Employee and the Employer would
have contributed towards his pension fund until his natural date of
retirement. This offer was once
again rejected by the Employee,
with little reason advanced for the
rejection.
Given the Employee’s refusals of
the alternatives proposed by the
Employer, the Employee was
retrenched without payment of a
severance package.
Barrable
Aggrieved by the outcome, the
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Employee referred a dispute to the Commission for Conciliation,
Mediation and Arbitration (the CCMA). The CCMA found that the
Employee had unreasonably refused the offer of an alternative position in
East London and, as a result, dismissed the referral.
The Employee reviewed the award in the Labour Court, which found
that the decision reached by the Commissioner was reasonable, based on
the evidence tendered.
In the Labour Appeal Court
(LAC), the Employee submitted
that the Commissioner erred in not
finding that he reasonably refused
the alternatives offered to him due
to his personal circumstances and,
in so doing, reached a decision that
no reasonable Commissioner would,
on the facts of the case.
In the LAC’s evaluation of the
relevant authority, it considered
s41(2) of the Basic Conditions of
Employment Act (75 of 1997), as
amended (the BCEA) which
Danana
requires, inter alia, an employer to
pay at least one week’s remuneration
for each completed year of continuous service to an employee who is dismissed for reasons based on operational requirements. The court further
considered s41(4) of the BCEA which provides, inter alia, that an employee who unreasonably refuses to accept the employer’s offer of alternative
employment is not entitled to severance pay in terms of subsection (2).
The court then evaluated the facts of the case, in particular the Employee’s

refusal of the offers made, and his failure to provide any reasonable explanations for doing so. In addition, the LAC considered the fact that the Employee
rejected a further offer to subsidise the shortfall in his pension fund to allow
him to take early retirement, seeking instead his full severance benefit.
In the circumstances, the LAC viewed the Employee’s refusals as unreasonable and lacking any coherent explanation. It concluded that the
Commissioner’s finding that there were no sound reasons for the
Employee’s refusal to accept the alternative employment was one which a
reasonable decision-maker could arrive at, and that it fell within a band of
reasonable decisions.
To substantiate its views, the LAC noted that the Employee had taken
no steps to engage the Employer regarding the alternatives to dismissal and
that the offers tendered by the Employer were reasonable and fair, given
the circumstances. The LAC further noted that the Employee’s age and
years of service did not alter the fact that he had unreasonably refused the
offer of alternative employment. To that end, it concluded that the Labour
Court had correctly dismissed the review application and thus proceeded to
dismiss the appeal application.
It is evident from this case that once an employer has offered reasonable
alternatives, an employee must be very careful when deciding to reject
those offers as this could lead to a forfeiture of the right to severance pay in
accordance with s41(4) of the BCEA. An employee who refuses a reasonable offer of alternative employment should provide sufficient reasons for
their rejection of the offer and must attempt to engage with the employer
to canvass further alternatives that may be present. Failing to do so may
result in retrenchment without a severance package. ◆
Barrable is a Partner and Danana a Candidate Attorney with
Cowan-Harper-Madikizela.

Womeninbusiness

The business rescuer who needs
no rescuing

A

Senior Associate at Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr,
Kylene Weyers believes that women should be
proud of the unique attributes and strengths that
they bring to the table, especially if they want to pursue a
career in law. She says this as an attorney who specialises in business rescue and insolvency, which she
describes as “a very male dominated industry”.

When it comes to the testosterone-filled world of business rescue, Weyers
says, “If you step into a meeting room and look at the attorneys, advocates and business rescue practitioners around the table, you will generally
find that they are mostly all male. You won’t find many female directors
and associates specialising in this field. Even the directors of the companies being rescued will generally be men.”
This doesn’t stop her. With a passion for business rescue, Weyers
believes that her greatest strength is her ability not to be intimidated by a
room full of men. In fact, she actually finds it empowering because her
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position as a woman allows her to
bring something unique to the
table.
As the country, and the world,
struggles to deal with the economic
impact of COVID-19, Weyers says
there has never been a better time
(so to speak) to enter into business
rescue. “Everyone is more sympathetic at this point,” says Weyers.
“We all know the crippling impact
that COVID has had on all companies and not just the small ones,
even big companies have taken
Kylene Weyers massive knocks. This has opened
up doors for companies to put
themselves through business rescue – generally everyone would understand instead of condemn.”
Weyers describes business rescue as the rehabilitation of companies in
financial distress with the primary objective of returning the business to
profitability, or alternatively, ensuring a better return for creditors than
would an immediate liquidation. This process involves the art of balancing numerous stakeholder interests, especially those of your clients. This is
where men tend to think that they dominate, according to Weyers.
“These dispute environments can get very contentious; there’s a lot at
stake. The misconception has been that only a man can take a robust and
firm approach, but they need to make way for a woman’s touch.”
Weyers firmly believes that women bring a unique skillset to the table:
all the confidence, firmness and robustness of a man, but combined with a
deeper sense of compassion and understanding which, she says, is sorely

needed in a business rescue environment.
“I have found that as soon as a room is filled with only men, a lot of
testosterone gets thrown into hard negotiations and discussions; sometimes this can cause a lot of damage with too much dominant male energy, and the discussions may become counter-productive.”
Frequently the only female in the room, Weyers feels that she can
communicate and negotiate a lot more effectively than a man in certain
situations. “A woman can read the room very well, with a higher degree
of emotional intelligence, which is necessary when it comes to communicating, negotiating and resolving disputes. We can be powerhouses, but
we can also be compassionate nurturers.”
Weyers also believes women have a unique approach to communicating and are able to reach out, build and foster deeper relationships. “It’s
not that men are not good at this, but women are good at building strong
connections and networks, and in this industry that is crucial.”
When asked what advice she has for young women looking to pursue a
career in law, Weyers says, go for it. “This is a challenging environment
but that’s what makes it so enriching. Live boldly and have the courage to
bust out of your comfort zones because that is the only way you’re going
to grow.”
As a woman in law, and business rescue, Weyers says it is important
to retain your authenticity. “There are many old school companies and
firms that are still very traditional and want to mould you to walk, talk
and look a certain way. Don’t be afraid to be true to yourself.” Weyers
also encourages more women to pursue a career in business rescue.
“These times demand a lot more compassion,
innovation and forward thinking and the need
for a woman’s touch in this environment is a
great opportunity to secure your place in this
critical field.” ◆

Pro bono

Pro bono: The importance of
non-billable time
MATTHEW ILSLEY AND SHAZELLE JEEVARUTHNAM

A

s we await our final board exam, apprehension
fills the halls. Candidate attorneys share war
stories of their experience of articles and we
engage enthusiastically about our time in the pro bono
team at Webber Wentzel.

You can understand our shock and dismay when a colleague (from an
undisclosed law firm) mumbles “pro bono at a corporate firm? Why? It isn’t
even real law”. Based on our personal experience doing a full rotation in
pro bono, we were taken aback by this comment. Having spoken to colleagues at similarly large law firms, we know that they too understand the
value and importance of pro bono legal work.
Not only can pro bono legal work have a significant learning and founda-
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tional impact on young, aspiring attorneys, it also makes a marked impact
on the lives of the most vulnerable.
At university, we were told that
as neophytes in the law game, we
would be cautioned and vetted on
our every move. The pro bono team
at Webber Wentzel debunked this
notion. We were intricately
involved in complex matters and
worked alongside astute, brilliant
lawyers who took an unwavering
interest in us. We were given the
opportunity to work directly with
Ilsley
clients and had first-hand experience of the life of an associate.
South Africa faces an array of socio-economic issues: rising unemployment, increased levels of crime and growing inefficiencies in the public
sector have all contributed to gross human rights violations and deep
inequality along racial and gender lines. It is not the sole duty of NGO’s
and civil society to bear the burden of repelling these socio-economic
challenges – all individuals and organisations should find a way to contribute. We believe that all candidate attorneys would benefit from a
compulsory pro bono rotation during their two-year period of articles.
A compulsory pro bono rotation for large corporate law firms will not

only benefit the candidate attorney
professionally, but may ground
them with a sense of greater purpose that shapes their practices in
the future. Our rotations within the
Webber Wentzel pro bono department provided us with many
enriching experiences, where we
protected disadvantaged groups
consisting of elderly people and persons with disabilities against the
prejudicial, unilateral decisions of
the Department of Social
Development. In these cases, had
Jeevaruthnam the Webber Wentzel pro bono team
not intervened, these groups would
have been severely marginalised and underrepresented.
By availing themselves for pro bono work, candidate attorneys and
lawyers alike, may find themselves in pivotal roles within headline cases
that change the face of law and protect the founding values upon which
our Constitution was drafted. ◆
Ilsley and Jeevaruthnam are Candidate
Attorneys with Webber Wentzel. The
article was reviewed by Odette Geldenhuys.

Intellectualpropertylaw
M U H L B E R G ’ S

B R I E F

A trade mark for four seasons
HANS MUHLBERG

T

he US election – was there ever any doubt that
there’d be an IP angle! An incident that generated considerable interest/mirth (take your
pick) revolved around a Team Trump press conference
that featured a confused-looking Rudy Giuliani (yes I
know, but even more so than usual) and some even
more confused-looking lesser mortals. The press conference took place in surrounds that were, what can
one say… far from salubrious.

How bad were the surrounds? Well, we’re talking an industrial area of
Philadelphia, outside the premises of a garden business called Four
Seasons Total Landscape. I’ve never actually been, but I understand that
Four Seasons Total Landscape is close to a crematorium and a sex shop.
It’s a far cry from the back-drops you might associate with the Donald –
the White House, Trump Towers, Mar-a-Lago.
This event occurred shortly after it had become clear that Trump had
come in a very creditable second in the ultra-competitive Race of the
Septuagenarians, aka the US Presidential Election. Trump felt that it was
necessary to let the world know that he would have won bigly had it not
been for fraud and cheating on the side of the old dude, fraud and cheat-
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ing on a scale never seen before in the history of fraud and cheating.
Trump himself announced the
press conference in a tweet
(how else), saying this (I paraphrase) – Listen up losers, you
need to get yourselves off to
Four Seasons Philadelphia
for an important announcement. This was followed by a
second tweet saying Listen
up again losers, it’s actually
Four Seasons Total Landscaping.
Apparently a number of journalists still assumed that this meant
the hotel and that is exactly
where they went, only to be told that they had their seasons mixed up. After
the fiasco, Team Trump did what it does best, suggesting that there had
never been any confusion, and that it had always meant the landscaping
business. An obvious choice, it said, because ‘all great Americans use Four
Seasons Total Landscaping …they love our country and are American Patriots.’
Whatever!
Confusion – does any word more accurately describe the 2020 US
election? It’s also a word that lies at the heart of trade mark law. Did the
Trump lot make the booking in the mistaken belief that they were getting
the hotel? That certainly sounds like a plausible explanation, but I’m sure
they’ll never acknowledge it – they’ll no doubt claim that they particularly
wanted to announce their fightback strategy, the one that would see them
running the world for another four years, outside a garden centre. Clearly
journalists were confused, assuming that when the president says that
there’s going to be a press conference at the Four Seasons, he means you
need to go to the hotel.
But do any real trade mark issues arise? I would imagine that the hotel
group has trade mark registrations for the name Four Seasons, and no
doubt these registrations cover hotel services, related services like conferencing, and possibly even goods such as soaps and smellies and whatever
other nonsense hotel groups apply their brands to. I can imagine that
some surveys might show that a significant number of people automatically associate the name Four Seasons with the hotel group. I could see how
the group might argue that its reputation has suffered as a result of this
incident.

But would the hotel group really be able to
stop the landscape business calling itself Four
Seasons? Not if the landscape business has
itself registered the name in respect of
the services it offers. Even if
it hasn’t registered the
trade mark, the landscape business might
well argue that the
name Four Seasons is
pretty much descriptive
of a business that involves
gardens and therefore is
one that can be used
freely. It might be able to
establish that the name is used and/or
registered by a number of different companies in a range of business areas,
that the public know this, and that
consumer confusion with the hotel
group is, therefore, unlikely.
And what about Team Trump?
Could it do anything about the fact
that the landscape business has, since
this fiasco, cheekily (and cleverly,
methinks) started using variations of
some well-known Trumpisms in its
business? There’s Make America Rake
Again. There’s Lawn and Order.
Surely even Team Trump wouldn’t go
to court on this.
There are some potentially interesting trade mark issues here and at
Muhlberg
least one IP journal, World Trademark
Review (WTR), has raised them.* But
they’re not nearly as interesting as the politics. ◆
Muhlberg, is an SA, UK and EU qualified IP lawyer. He presently
finds himself in Europe, offering consulting and content writing services
to various law firms: muhlbergip@gmail.com.
*https://www.worldtrademarkreview.com/brand-management/four-seasonstotal-landscaping-trademark-lessons-bizarre-political-event

http://www.inceconnect.co.za/publication/DealMakers
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Breaking news:
the Queen monitors trade mark filings
G A E LY N S C O T T

T

hey live in California, they never visit. How else
does one keep up with what Harry and Meghan
are doing?

The UK Registry recently upheld a trade mark opposition filed by Queen
Elizabeth II. The opposition wasn’t filed by the Queen personally, of
course; one has people who do this sort of thing. In this case, the person
who does the thing is the Lord Chamberlain. The trade mark application
that caused royal displeasure comprised the words, “The Royal Butler”,
together with an arguably royal-looking device featuring a lion and a
crown. The application was in
Class 41 and it covered education and entertainment services.
The basis of the opposition
was that people might assume
that the owner of the trade
mark has, or at least recently
had, royal patronage, thus contravening not only the UK
Trade Marks Act, but also various other laws, such as the Trade Descriptions Act and the Consumer
Protection from Unfair Trading Regulations. The opposition was filed
under sections 3(4), 3(5) and 4(1)(d) of the UK Trade Marks Act.
So, who is this chancer trying to file this mark? His name is
Grant Harrold, and it turns out that he was once a royal
butler, butlering (if that is what butlers do) for Prince
Charles, no less. In his response to the opposition,
Harrold said that senior members of the Royal
Household had given him permission to use the
name, The Royal Butler. He also claimed that he
had used the name for about seven years, first as a
“stage name”, but also as the name of an etiquette and
butler training school that he runs
with a royal that noone’s ever heard of, HRH
Princess Katarina of
Yugoslavia and Serbia.
Harrold’s response, in
fact, gives an interesting
insight into a very different world – at one stage
he posted videos entitled

“The Royal Butler’s Etiquette Guide
to Napkin Folding” and “The Royal
Butler’s Etiquette Guide to
Candles”. There are indeed useful
skills to be learnt on YouTube!
As we said, the registry upheld
the opposition. The hearing officer
made the point that, although some
of Harrold’s other trade marks, like
The Royal School of Etiquette are
not problematic, because there’s no
suggestion of patronage, The Royal
Butler does suggest the title of an
office within the Royal Household.
Scott
He held that the devices are sufficiently close for there to be confusion because, although “some of the public will know exactly what the
lion in the Royal arms looks like, others will not”. Perhaps the word “others” could have been replaced with “most”.
There’s not a great deal of trade mark law in the judgment, but that
doesn’t make it boring. Some might even argue that that’s what makes it
interesting. So, here goes:
The Royal Household “is the largest employer
of butlers in the UK”. There are 44 of them.
The royals take IP seriously – an individual
who works in the Lord Chamberlain’s office, a
lady by the name of Charlotte Martin, has overall responsibility for royal trade mark
issues. It’s not clear
whether Charlotte
has some fancy title
like Royal Trade
Mark Counsel.
The trade mark
manual says that not
all trade marks featuring the word
“royal” will suggest royal patronage. There will
generally only be a suggestion of patronage
where the trade mark is used in relation to high
value or prestigious goods or services. Everyone
knows the royals don’t do cheap!
The Lord Chamberlain will generally consent to trade marks featuring the word
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“royal” if there has been actual patronage, but he will object if the trade
mark is likely to be misleading. He recently objected to an application to
register the trade mark, The Queen’s Tipple.
There is a Royal Names Team within the Cabinet Office that also gets
involved in these matters. The Cabinet Office’s Constitutional Policy
Team wrote to Mr Harrold about this matter back in 2015. Surely cabinet
ministers have bigger things to worry about!
The word REDACTED appears quite often in the judgment.
Presumably because information of this sort is so sensitive. Really!
To what extent is this relevant to South Africa? As a republic, we, of

course, don’t have a royal patronage exclusion in our trade mark law. But
s10(8) of the Trade Marks Act does prohibit the registration of a trade mark
that contains a coat of arms, seal or national flag of any country. Section
10(9) prohibits the registration of a trade mark containing a word or device
that indicates state patronage. Finally, s10(12) excludes any trade mark that
may deceive or cause confusion. ◆
Scott is a Director and Head of
Intellectual Property Law with
ENSafrica.

Corruption

Fraud risk management in the COVID era
CANDICE PADAYACHEE

L

iving in this new reality, it is abundantly clear that
COVID-19 has affected, and will continue to affect,
the business environment in countless ways.
Economic uncertainty, travel bans, employees working
remotely, and an increased reliance on technology have
become the reality for many organisations around the world.

Unfortunately, as this unparalleled crisis unfolds, it is evident that this
new environment creates a heightened risk of fraud and corruption, as
new opportunities and pressures arise for both internal employees and
external parties. However, before unpacking the specific fraud risks
emerging during this COVID crisis, it is important to consider the age-old
question: why do people commit fraud?
Fraud is likely to occur when these three factors are present – opportunity, pressure and rationalisation. The COVID-19 pandemic has created
conditions in which all three factors are flourishing. This model is based
on the widely accepted Fraud Triangle, which was developed by Dr.
Donald Cressey. Looking closer at the elements:
Opportunity refers to the situation that allows the fraud to occur.
People do not commit fraud without an opportunity presenting itself.
This usually encompasses poor internal controls, lack of competent
personnel in oversight roles, poor IT controls, poor hiring practices or
easy access to sensitive information. During the pandemic, this is the
element that has been the most vulnerable.
Pressure or Motivation speaks to the need of the fraudster to commit
a fraud. The motive for fraud is often rooted in overwhelming pressure,
for instance, a personal debt burden, excessive pressure to achieve tar-

gets or a lifestyle expectation. During the pandemic, business closures,
retrenchments, and cuts in salaries have created financial pressure on
many households and businesses.
Rationalisation, fraudsters will frequently provide a rationale for their
deeds. The explanation or rationale allows a fraudster to ‘switch off’
their conscience, or to participate in unethical conduct, while believing
they are doing nothing wrong.
During the pandemic, financial
pressures may act as moral justification for financial misconduct.
Criminologist Donald R. Cressey's
Fraud Triangle has evolved into a
Fraud Diamond as many anti-fraud
professionals believe there is a new
breed of occupational offender – one
who simply lacks a conscience sufficient to overcome temptation (Fraud
Diamond, Wolfe and Hermanson
(2004)). The Fraud Diamond, therefore, incorporates the elements of
capability, personal traits and abilities
Padayachee
which play a determining role in
whether fraud will actually occur. It considers six other individual abilities and
traits that are observable. These capability factors include having the right
organisational position or function to take advantage of fraud opportunities.
The Association of Fraud Examiners (ACFE) conducted a survey from
late July to mid-August 2020, to gauge how COVID-19 continued to
affect organisations around the world (ACFE FRAUD IN THE WAKE
OF COVID-19: Benchmarking Report, September 2020). The survey found
that the overall level of fraud has increased and certain types of fraud are
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presenting more pervasive risks to organisations than others. According to
the ACFE survey, the top five fraud schemes currently observed during the
coronavirus are: cyber fraud, unemployment fraud, fraud by vendors and
sellers, payment fraud, and identity theft. The survey further revealed that
the top fraud schemes predicted to increase over the next few months continue to include cyber fraud, unemployment fraud, fraud by vendors and
sellers, and payment fraud, but also includes health care fraud.

Consequently, while there is no clear roadmap for navigating these
unprecedented conditions, it is imperative that both public and private
sectors focus on implementing appropriate fraud risk management and
anti-bribery and corruption frameworks to protect themselves against the
potential fraud risks faced. ◆
Padayachee is a Partner: Forensic with KPMG Services (Pty) Limited.

Addressing the corruption challenge
PETRUS MARAIS, LLOYED RAKGOALE, KARAM SINGH AND CAROLINE JAMES

T

he positive momentum by the South African government in confronting governance failures must
be welcomed, but it will require far more than
political will to effectively address the high levels of systemic corruption.

The COVID-19 pandemic has exposed a multitude of governance failures
around the world and led to increased calls for fundamental changes to
our global political, economic and social systems. Against the backdrop of
a looming global recession, addressing corruption and the misappropriation of state resources remains as important as ever.
Despite the widespread negative economic impacts wrought by the
pandemic, the current political climate provides a unique opportunity to
reinvigorate the country’s fight against corruption.
To deal with corruption, South Africa’s cabinet and the governing
party have proposed various measures ranging from criminal prosecution
to requiring officials to step down from public office if charged. While it is
encouraging to hear more robust anti-corruption rhetoric from senior
leadership in both government and
the African National Congress
(ANC), many initiatives and proposals are currently only statements
of intent, and it remains to be seen
whether subsequent action will
demonstrate that “a line in the
sand” has been drawn.
The positive momentum by the
South African government to
address the high levels of corruption
exposed during the era of state capture under former President Jacob
Zuma is welcome, but far more than
political will is required. If President
Marais Cyril Ramaphosa’s government is to

deliver on his promises of a “New
Dawn”, an overhaul of South
Africa’s key governance structures is
required, underpinned by supportive
mechanisms to ensure effective governance, transparency, accountability and scrutiny over the probity of
public officials and related persons.
In this article, we explore three
areas of reform that government
should focus on to better tackle corruption, including changing the public procurement system; re-establishing South Africa’s investigative and
prosecution capability; and using civil
law and administrative sanction to
fight corruption.

Rakgoale

Changes to the public
procurement system
It has become clear that the existing public procurement system simply cannot regulate transparent, fair,
efficient and sustainable public procurement in South Africa, as
required by the Constitution.
Regular public procurement
processes are lengthy and involve
open tenders and multiple decision
makers. A shortage of capacity in
Singh
procuring entities; a fragmented
legal framework; the desire to pursue other social goals such as black economic empowerment; political
interference and a lack of transparency continue to plague the system.
Fortunately, there is recognition of these failings, and processes are
under way to revamp South Africa’s public procurement system. Earlier
this year, parliament published the draft Public Procurement Bill, and
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called for public comments. While it is encouraging that the Bill consolidates and standardises the existing legal framework around public procurement, there are a number of key weaknesses within it.
Independent review of tender advertisements
There is a clear need for a succinct and independent review process of
tender advertisements, awards and implementations and the Bill attempts
to create this. However, it establishes a procurement regulator but places
this office within National Treasury, which jeopardises its independence.
Challenging of tender awards and monetary compensation
There is a lengthy review process set out in the Bill, which involves recourse
to the procuring entity itself, the provincial treasury or regulator, the Public
Procurement Tribunal and then the courts. To ensure accessibility, the
process should be simplified in future versions of the bill, so that dissatisfied
bidders are able to challenge the award of a tender quickly and cheaply. A
process for monetary compensation to bidders unlawfully deprived of tenders, paid as a fine by the procuring entity, should be included in the Bill.
Addressing the lack of transparency
At present, the Bill does not make a commitment to transparency, and various provisions limit access to information on tenders to public bodies. In
addition, it does not require publication of information through the tender
process. Internal policies and procedures can be strengthened by adopting the
Open Contracting Data Standard (OCDS) – an international standard for
the publication of planning, procurement and implementation information.
Better protection for whistle-blowers
The opaque nature of the existing procurement system also results in
heavy reliance on whistle-blowers with inside information on irregular
tenders to bring the wrongdoing to light. South Africa’s legislative protection of whistleblowers extends only to protection from workplace detriment, and any physical safety protections require involvement from the
under-capacitated South African Police Service (SAPS). Whistleblower
protection should be included in the bill, or in appropriate legislation that
recognises the centrality of procurement-related corruption and the challenges around its prevention and detection.
Publishing the ultimate beneficial ownership of companies
One final element that can indirectly prevent procurement corruption is
to make beneficial ownership information publicly accessible. There has
been a big push by civil society and business representatives to include a
requirement, in law, that beneficial ownership information be collected
and readily published on a central register. There is currently a process to
amend the Companies Act to do this.
Re-establishing South Africa’s investigative and prosecution
capability
One of the key components in the fight against corruption is the re-establishment of investigative and prosecutorial capability commensurate to
the corruption challenge. There is precedent for having prosecutor-led
investigations in South Africa – namely the controversially disbanded
Directorate of Special Operations (DSO, known as the Scorpions). From

its establishment in 1999, the DSO pioneered a new approach, combining intelligence, investigation and prosecution to convict financial directors of fraud, tackling major international corporate raiding in conjunction with the UK and USA, and registering money laundering and racketeering convictions. The unit had a conviction rate of between 82% and
94% before it was controversially dissolved in 2008.
Today we find ourselves with a deeply flawed structure. State investigation and prosecution skills have been hollowed out and the Directorate
for Priority Crime Investigations (known as the Hawks) lacks the skills to
investigate highly complex corruption cases.
In addition, the lack of a formalised investigative unit within the
National Prosecuting Authority (NPA) itself hampers its ability to contribute meaningfully to a multi-pronged approach to anti-corruption.
Although the current Investigating Directorate, under Hermione Cronje,
is a welcome addition to the NPA’s arsenal, its focus on only a small portion of corruption cases limits its effectiveness.
There is emerging recognition that the criminal justice system, and
the current structures of the investigation and prosecution authorities are
no longer adequate. This much was conceded by the ANC’s national
executive committee after its meeting in August 2020, when it called on
cabinet to urgently establish a permanent multi-disciplinary agency to
deal with all cases of white-collar crime, organised crime and corruption.
The Fusion Centre, an ad hoc group of various investigative agencies
established during the COVID-19 pandemic, brings together the Financial
Intelligence Centre, the Independent Police Investigative Directorate, the
National Prosecuting Authority, the Hawks, the Crime Intelligence
Division of the SAPS Detective Service, the South African Revenue
Service, the Special Investigating Unit (SIU) – South Africa’s forensic
investigation and litigation agency – and the State Security Agency. This
has proven to be a successful model for inter-agency, inter-departmental and
inter-personal co-operation, but does not currently have the necessary legislative protection or permanence. This multi-stakeholder approach would
need to be formalised through legislative amendments.
These ‘work-arounds’ of the existing structures speak to the fact that, in their
current forms and silos, the structures are not optimal and that there needs to be
a move towards establishing a carefully constructed single, multi-faceted investigative and prosecutorial capability to deal with corruption, including incorporating prevention and detection strategies under such an entity.
An investigative directorate housed in the NPA?
Following a commission of inquiry appointed to investigate the mandate
and location of the Scorpions, the commission chair, Judge Sisi Khampepe,
made it clear that it was both rational and constitutional to have an
investigative unit within the NPA.
It is our assessment that a successful investigative directorate and prosecution authority needs to:
be a single unit under leadership with security of tenure protections;
be a specialised unit with sufficient, properly trained staff who have
security of tenure;
have the ability to contract specialist expertise; and
be independent from executive influence, control or interference.
To achieve the desired independence, definitive legislative and constitutional amendments will be required.
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So as not to undermine the existing
work of the Investigative Directorate
and NPA in respect of current corruption cases, it is of critical importance
that restructuring be based on a more
permanent solution. While the NPA is
being structurally re-capacitated, a parallel
stream must be pursued to strengthen its
existing anti-corruption efforts by facilitating the recruitment of specialist services, including best-in-class data and cyber
analytic specialists, in co-operation with
other entities such as the SIU.
What is clear is that, as part of the systemic
reforms proposed, there is a need for a guarantee
of real independence. Whatever end state we arrive at – whether it be a
different NPA or a new anti-corruption agency, it must have greater independence guarantees than those which currently exist. The authority for
such propositions should always be the Constitution.
Using civil law and administrative sanction to fight corruption
Given the magnitude of existing corruption, law enforcement efforts need
to incorporate the full complement of South Africa’s criminal, civil and
administrative legal framework to ensure accountability. While criminal
prosecutions remain an important aim, they are lengthy, resource-intensive and costly. Criminal prosecutions in a constitutional democracy are
naturally a lengthy process, because the prosecution must prove the
accused’s guilt beyond reasonable doubt. To meet this standard of proof,
the state needs to ensure that criminal matters are investigated thoroughly,
failing which the accused will walk scot-free. Notwithstanding this, the
length of time to conclude criminal prosecutions in South Africa is
extremely slow, following the devastation on capacity, even of the judiciary, wrought by state capture in recent years.
While the NPA management scrambles to rebuild the institution, it
also has the enormous task of prosecuting a volume of high-profile cases
archived both during the years of state capture and prior to those. It is
going to take time before these cases are ready for prosecution.
Furthermore, by the time the NPA is able to initiate processes to recover
the proceeds of crime, these would have long been squandered or hidden.
The benefit of using both criminal and civil processes to ensure accountability and recovery of assets is demonstrated by the SIU's special tribunal's
progress in cases related to state capture and COVID-19-related corruption,
including the use of non-conviction based orders for asset seizure.
To strengthen the SIU, and immunise it from potential political interference, we suggest a number of key legislative amendments. Firstly, incorporating the SIU into an all-purpose independent anti-corruption agency with
constitutional status would enable it to initiate investigations without the
need for presidential proclamations. Secondly, a permanent special tribunal
should be established to enable the continued prosecution of civil matters,
and extend the Tribunal’s powers to include the power to impose punitive,
administrative penalties, which will have the effect of a civil judgment.
Furthermore, as the current SIU’s mandate only focuses on malpractices and maladministration at state institutions, a joint investigative
body, in the form of the SIU and the NPA’s investigative directorate,

would be suitable to consider matters
in both the public and private sectors.
Although criminal convictions can
lead to forfeiture of criminallyobtained assets, South Africa also has
a system of non-conviction-based
asset forfeiture which does not
require a prior criminal process, and
applies if an accused has been acquitted
of criminal charges. This allows the
state to institute proceedings to recover
proceeds of unlawful activities, and a
court can order the forfeiture of those
assets if it believes that, on a balance of
probabilities, the assets were obtained through unlawful activities.
Although the South African legal framework does not empower law
enforcement agencies to punish individuals and firms that engage in malpractices and maladministration by imposing administrative penalties,
administrative fines do have the potential to deter individuals or firms
from engaging in illegal conduct/activities. One needs only to look at the
successes of the South African Revenue Service and Competition
Tribunal for evidence of this. Thus, in the interest of expediency to deal
with the large number of pending and unresolved corruption cases, the
ability to impose administrative sanctions should be considered for the
Special Tribunal.
Consideration can also be given to allowing offenders to self-disclose
and subject themselves to an administrative penalty to avoid criminal
prosecution. Yet another mechanism to consider is Deferred Prosecutions
Agreements (DPA), as used in other jurisdictions, which requires the
impugned organisations to agree to certain terms, often including, but not
limited to, co-operation with investigations, admission of certain facts,
imposition of penalties, fines, restitutions and (or) other remedial actions.
It is taken as an acknowledgement that if the suspect entity commits
similar offences during the period of the DPA, or breaches its terms, the
entity can be prosecuted for the crimes committed, including the crimes
subject to the DPA.
Conclusion
To address corruption effectively, changes to South Africa’s governance
structures require structural and systematic reforms, rather than an ad hoc
approach that seeks to work around the system’s current weaknesses. A
comprehensive approach to combatting corruption, using civil and criminal law, would far better ensure accountability and transparency.
This strategy includes reforming the public procurement system, recapacitating an independent prosecution-led investigative authority within the NPA, and enabling punitive administrative justice through regulatory reform.
By seizing the opportunity to reform these key governance structures,
South Africa will be able to take firm action to address corruption, and
hold to account those responsible for depriving millions of South Africans
of their constitutional and human rights. ◆
Marais is Senior Managing Director of, and Rakgoale a Consultant to
FTI Consulting and Singh is Head of Legal – Corruption Watch.
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Exchange control reforms
CHARLES VAN STADEN

T

he Minister of Finance announced further
Exchange Control reforms during his 2020 Medium
Term Budget Policy Statement on 28 October.

The Financial Surveillance Department of the South African Reserve
Bank issued two Exchange Control Circulars on 29 October, dealing with
the reforms outlined below.
New Exchange Control Circulars
1. Reclassification of inward listed debt and derivative instruments, as
well as exchange traded funds referencing foreign assets
The remaining foreign classified debt and derivative instruments, as well
as exchange traded funds referencing foreign assets, which are inward listed
on a South African exchange, traded and settled in Rand, will be reclassified as domestic.
The approval process in respect of the inward listing of all instruments
on a South African exchange remains extant.
2. Foreign borrowings by South African corporates
South African corporates, excluding State Owned Companies, may now
borrow offshore by way of a bond and/or note issuances with recourse to

South Africa, without prior
approval from the Financial
Surveillance Department.
Recourse to South Africa
includes a guarantee from South
Africa, and issuance of shares in the
South African entity.
Loop structures for foreign
direct investment purposes
Whilst the Minister of Finance
announced that the full “Loop
Structure” restriction has been lifted
to encourage inward investments
Van Staden
into South Africa, subject to reporting to the Financial Surveillance
Department as and when the transaction is finalised, this reform will only
be effective from 1 January 2021 for companies, including private equity
funds, provided that the entity is a tax resident in South Africa.
An Exchange Control Circular dealing with the lifting of these restrictions will be issued in due course. ◆
Van Staden is an Exchange Control Consultant with Cox Yeats.
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FISA Fiduciary-related court case summaries
LOUIS VAN VUREN

T

he Fiduciary Institute of Southern Africa (FISA)
has developed an extensive archive of court
case summaries relating to fiduciary matters.

Below are three summaries.
Court case on the accrual and a post nuptial contract
L W v C W and Others [2020] ZAWCHC 86
The plaintiff (L) and the first defendant (C) were married out of community of property with inclusion of the accrual in 1997. C excluded his sole

proprietorship from the operation of the accrual, and the parties agreed not
to apply the consumer price index to calculate L’s commencement value.
Shortly after the marriage, the C Trust was formed, of which the two
spouses and their children were to be beneficiaries. The trust was formed
by an immovable property for C’s business. A few years later, L sold her
interest in a partnership (a restaurant). The couple had two children, a
daughter born in 1997 and a son in 2002. In 2000, L was diagnosed with
cancer, for which she received treatment and recovered fully. C developed
his business, and later conducted it in the form of a company.
In 2003, on C’s insistence, the parties obtained a court order giving
them permission to enter into a post nuptial contract. The contract
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excluded any business interest C
had at the time, as well as any
future business interests and
immovable property acquired by C
from the accrual. L’s business interests, present and future, immovable
property and interest in insurance
policies were excluded and the CPI
was included to calculate her commencement value at R50 000. The
marriage came under stress; divorce
proceedings started in 2013, and
were moved to the high court in
July 2014, because L was seeking
Van Vuren
relief, including in respect of the
trust.
L testified that she was financially vulnerable while C was substantially
increasing his wealth. In 2003, she had been afraid that she would be left
destitute if she did not sign the post nuptial agreement; C had had several
extra-marital affairs over the years, including a long-term affair with one
of his employees.
L attacked the validity of the post nuptial agreement on the basis that
she was unduly and improperly influenced by C to sign the agreement.
She also averred that C sold his sole proprietorship to the company and
did not merely convert the business into a company. This allegation was
supported by the fact that an amount of goodwill was included in the
value of the business at the time. L also averred that the C Trust was C’s
alter ego and that he treated the trust property as his own. Consequently,
L claimed that the value of the trust assets must be included in the value
of C’s assets for purposes of a just and equitable division of the estates.
The court (Salie-Hlophe J) held that the post nuptial contract was
invalid for two reasons:
1) L was indeed unduly influenced to the extent that there was no true
consensus about the contents of the agreement, and
2) The contract did not have the effect of changing the matrimonial
property regime as envisaged by s21 of the Matrimonial Property Act
(88 of 1984). As to the second point, the court held the view that
the contract eroded the accrual, but did not change the matrimonial
property regime to exclude the accrual. The court, therefore, held
that the accrual applied as envisaged in the ante nuptial contract.
The court also held that the trust was C’s alter ego. In this regard, the
court relied on the fact that the trust was called the C Trust, that C
changed the way maintenance for the children was funded by the company
– extending loans to the trust which the trust used to pay the children’s
maintenance, and that C did not consult the independent trustee on any
of these decisions. The trust property was, therefore, taken into consideration in the division of assets forming part of the divorce order.
Court case on grandparents’ liability for maintenance of a
grandchild
Van Zyl NO v Getz NO [2020] ZASCA 84
L and T had a daughter B before they divorced. After the divorce, L left
South Africa and went to live in the USA. T raised B on her own. B is

mentally handicapped to some extent, and receives a small state grant as
a result. L’s parents, S and N, were both alive at the time of L and T’s
divorce. Upon the death of S, a claim for maintenance was lodged by T
on behalf of B with G, the executor in the deceased estate and the
respondent in this matter. This claim was rejected by G, and the distributable balance of the estate was awarded to N in accordance with S’s will.
The appellant, VZ in her capacity as curatrix ad litem for B, claimed damages from G in the Western Cape High Court on the grounds that G
should not have paid the full residue to N, knowing that B has a claim for
maintenance. The claim was dismissed without written reasons being
given.
A stated case was prepared for appeal in which VZ asked the SCA to
extend the rule in common law that a grandparent is liable, under certain
specific circumstances, for maintenance of a grandchild to the deceased
estate of the grandparent.
The court per Zondi JA (Maya P and Schippers and Plasket JJA and
Gorven AJA concurring) refused to extend the rule. The court’s reasons
were that there was no evidence that L could not be traced or what steps
were taken to trace him in order to enforce his duty to support B. The
court also held that extending the rule may lead to undesirable consequences and that it is preferable that, if any extension is necessary, it be
done by parliament via legislation.
Court case on heir’s right to sue
Labuschagne and Others v Menlyn Brake and Clutch CC and
Others [2020] ZAGPPHC 39
The applicants brought an application in the Pretoria High Court, asking
the court to order, inter alia, that they are the rightful holders of part of
the membership interest in the first respondent (MB&C). The second
respondent, P, is the holder of the remaining 41% of the membership
interest. The first applicant (E) is the surviving spouse and sole heir of her
deceased husband’s (C) estate, the second applicant (B) acted in his
capacity as trustee of the Bo-Kloof Trust (the trust) as did the third and
fourth applicants.
B, C, and P formed a close corporation (BMT) 2010 in order to buy the
business known as Menlyn Brake and Clutch from a like-named close corporation. After the sale, BMT’s name was changed, rather confusingly, to
Menlyn Brake and Clutch CC, the same name as that of the previous
owner of the business, but under a new registration number. B and C (P’s
father) supplied part of the capital and received 36% and 23% of the
membership interest respectively. E’s and B’s case is that B and C, at all
times, meant to be part of the business. P’s case is that B and C lent him
money and that their interest in MB&C was just to provide them with
security for the loans. At a meeting in the second half of 2017, he requested
that they sign CIPC documents transferring their interest to him, as he
had repaid their loans by then. They refused. C died a few months later.
P argued that E has no locus standi as she is not the executor in C’s estate.
ABSA Trust was nominated as executors in C’s will, but agreed to renounce
in order for E’s attorneys to be appointed. The court was not informed
whether an executor was in fact appointed by the Master of the High Court.
The court (Ranchod J) held that E had locus standi on the basis that
she is the sole heir in C’s estate. The court also held that nothing in the
papers or the circumstances of the case supported P’s case. The court
ordered that E was the holder of 23% of the membership interest in
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MB&C and the trust, the holder of 36% of the membership interest, and
that MB&C’s register must reflect that.
Comment:
It is not clear from the judgment whether the estate was wound up by the
time the application was lodged and the membership interest transferred
to E. If not, it is not clear on what basis the court held that E had locus
standi as it is trite law that only the executor may sue on behalf of an estate

under administration, except under certain circumstances. The court does
not refer to Standard Bank v July [2018] ZASCA 85 where the Beningfield
exception was held to have been correctly applied. See our discussion of
this judgment posted on the FISA website on 21 June 2018. ◆
Van Vuren is CEO of FISA, The Fiduciary Institute of Southern Africa
(FISA) has developed an extensive archive of court case summaries relating to fiduciary matters (https://www.fisa.net.za/category/court-cases).

Public consultation: procedural fairness v
procedural rationality – lessons learnt
ZAHEER MOOSA

I

n Fair-Trade Independent Tobacco Association v
President of the Republic of South Africa and
Another [2020] ZAGPPHC 246, (FITA), the applicant,
FITA, argued that the Minister of Cooperative
Governance and Traditional Affairs was duty-bound to
embark on a public consultation process before making
the decision to impose a ban on the sale of tobacco
products. FITA argued that the Minister’s failure to follow the audi alteram partem principle resulted in irrationality in the decision-making process. Counsel for the
Minister argued that there is no general obligation to
consult the public on executive action, and referred the
court to Law Society of South Africa and Others v
President of the Republic of South Africa and Others
[2018] ZACC 51 (Law Society) where it was held that:

“[87] Public participation in the law-making process is a requirement,
specifically provided for in our Constitution, that must be met by our lawmaking institutions. But, participatory democracy is not provided for in
similar terms in relation to the exercise of presidential or executive power.
… [T]here is no legal provision or principle that even remotely imposes
an obligation on the Executive to invite the public to participate in its
decision-making processes as proposed. Desirable though it might be, we
would be straining even the scheme of the Constitution if we were to elevate public consultation to the level of a requirement. It is always open to
the Executive, whenever it deems it fitting to do so, to involve the public.
But a failure to do so, however enriching to the decision-making process
it might otherwise have been, can never rise to the level of a failure to
fulfil a constitutional obligation to consult the public.”

The Court in FITA agreed with the Minister on this point and stated that:
“[60] In our view, FITA’s contention that the process followed by the
Minister was flawed is ill-conceived and must therefore be rejected. In
this regard, the Minister is correct when she points out that given that
executive conduct is only required to be procedurally rational and not
fair, the fact that FITA alleges that it was not given an opportunity to be
fairly heard is immaterial. All that
is required is that the process leading up to the promulgation of the
regulations is rationally related to
achieving the purpose sought to be
achieved through the regulations.
In this regard, we agree with the
Minister.”
In support of its reasoning, the
court referred to the Law Society
case wherein Mogoeng CJ (for the
majority) dealt with the difference
between procedural fairness and
procedural rationality:
“[64] Procedural fairness has to
do with affording a party likely to
Moosa
be disadvantaged by the outcome
the opportunity to be properly represented and fairly heard before an
adverse decision is rendered. Not so with procedural irrationality. The latter is about testing whether, or ensuring that, there is a rational connection between the exercise of power in relation to both process and the
decision itself and the purpose sought to be achieved through the exercise
of that power.”
Lesson learnt: There is a nuanced difference between
procedural fairness and procedural rationality. ◆
Moosa is a Candidate Attorney with Lawtons Africa.
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Understanding Summary Judgment
under amended Uniform Rule 32
PURNEL GANGIAH

P

rior to the amendment of Rule 32 under the
Uniform Rules of Court, a plaintiff could proceed
with an application for summary judgment after
the defendant had entered an appearance to defend.
Under the amended Rule 32, a plaintiff can only proceed with an application for summary judgment once
the defendant has delivered their plea.

In light of this amendment, a plaintiff is now required to engage with the
allegations in a defendant’s plea. The plaintiff is required to show why the
defence raised by the defendant does not present any triable issues.
Despite the amendment, the court is still required to consider whether
the defendant has a bona fide defence.
In Masana Petroleum Solutions (Pty) Ltd v Petrox (Pty) Ltd and another
[2020] JOL 48864 (WCC) (the Masana case), the plaintiff launched an
application for summary judgment for monies owed by the defendants.
The plaintiff relied on an acknowledgment of debt as the basis for the
application. The main contention in the defendants’ plea was that the
amount claimed was incorrect. The defendants alleged that payments
were made to the plaintiff after the conclusion of the acknowledgment of
debt, and such proof would be provided at the trial proceedings.
Therefore, the defendants were of the view that there was a dispute in
the amount claimed, which meant that the application for summary judgment was not based on a liquid amount. The court held that, “payments
made by the defendants – post action – do not in any manner render the
plaintiff’s claim to now undergo a chameleonic change, into an illiquid
claim”. The defendant had failed to provide any particularity on its

alleged payments, such as the dates of the payments, the amounts paid,
number of payments and nor did they provide any documentary proof.
The court made the following useful points:
Under the amendment of Rule 32, the test for resisting summary judgment remains unchanged.
For a defendant to succeed in
resisting summary judgment, a
defendant is required to,
amongst other things, fully disclose the facts relied upon in its
defence.
In the Masana case, the court
granted summary judgment. It held
that the defendants had failed to
adduce any facts to refute the plaintiff’s now reduced claim, which
would result in a triable issue.
The amendment to Rule 32
ensures that court rolls are not
Gangiah
clogged with applications where
plaintiffs are expediting matters without due consideration of the defendant’s potential defence. The amendment provides the defendant with an
opportunity to deliver its plea, before the plaintiff makes an election on
whether to proceed with an application for summary judgment. The
amendment also forces a defendant to fully ventilate its defence to the
plaintiff’s claim, which assists with narrowing the issues in dispute, should
the matter proceed to trial. ◆
Gangiah is an Associate with Norton Rose Fulbright (South Africa).
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Lockdown increases possibility of professional
negligence claims against lawyers
MTHO MAPHUMULO

M

any law firms have been hit hard by the
effects of the lockdown. Hard lockdown, from
late March 2020 until the end of April 2020,
saw many firms closing down – although the Regulations
allowed legal services, under strict conditions. Firms, like
other businesses, did not have adequate time to prepare
for the lockdown and its concomitant repercussions. This
meant that certain instructions could not be attended to
timeously, if at all; practitioners may have been unable to
take proper instructions, access relevant sources of law
to execute instructions or serve documents, resulting in
an inability to institute legal actions; among others. This
opened the possibility of matters prescribing. For lawyers
and law firms, this may result in, not only reputational
risk but also the risk, of professional negligence claims
against the relevant firm and the attorney.

Under Alert Level 4, May 2020, legal services were permitted, however,
most businesses remained locked down and not much could be achieved.
A consequence was the need to re-stabilise practices, increasing the possibility of unethical conduct, such as using trust monies for business purposes; “robbing” clients of their monies; over-reaching; concealing prescribed
cases, etc. It is worth noting some of the forms of professional negligence
and the possible recourse available to victims of unethical conduct.
What constitutes professional negligence in the attorneys’ profession?
There are a plethora of cases that have sought to define professional negligence, including that of Ramonyai v LP Molope Attorneys where the court
provided that “professional negligence is the failure by the attorney to act
with the competence reasonably expected of ordinary members of the
attorney’s profession. An attorney must be meticulous, accountable, he or
she must serve his client faithfully and diligently and must not be guilty of
any unnecessary delay.” It went on to state that “in the performance of his
or her duty or mandate, an attorney holds himself or herself out to his or
her client as possessing the adequate skill, knowledge and learning for the
purpose of conducting all business that he or she undertakes. If, therefore,
he or she causes loss or damage to his or her client … he or she is guilty
of negligence giving rise to an action for damages by his or her client
against him or her”. From this definition, it is apparent that the attorney
must execute his client’s instructions with utmost diligence. Although it
is yet to be seen whether lockdown will qualify as a defence for attorneys

in such cases, chances are that it will not qualify as a “standard defence”.
In other words, the merits of each matter will dictate the outcome.
The following are some forms of professional negligence:
Prescription – generally, this is regulated by the Prescription Act,
although other pieces of legislation regulate their own prescription periods. Due the lockdown, attorneys could not serve summonses and matters may have prescribed between
27 March and 3 May 2020.
Under-settlement – the attorney, without fully advising the
client what his/her claim is
worth, settles the matter for less
than what is realistically due to
the client. It is important to
note, it will not be under-settlement where the client, despite
having been adequately advised,
insists on accepting the offer as
is. As already stated, in order to
resuscitate destabilised practices,
attorneys may be tempted to
under-settle cases in order to
Maphumulo
make fees.
Undercharging – offering a discount (which is legal) is distinguishable
from undercharging (illegal). This practice has a recurring pattern as
one of its characteristics, aimed at “killing off the competition”. These
are usually unreported as the clients benefit from it. A holistic
approach is used in determining “undercharging” and includes factors
such as the going tariff rate and the complexity of the matter, compared with the fees charged. As a result of lockdown, attorneys may try
to get as many cases as possible, to revive their practices.
Overreaching – this is over-charging and, naturally, factors considered
for “undercharging” would also be considered. The lockdown influenced this as some attorneys are trying to recover and compensate for
the fees lost during the hard lockdown.
Other forms would include failure to act timeously, if at all; failure to
take necessary steps to serve the client’s legal interests accordingly,
etcetera.
Clients who have not heard from their attorney regarding progress in a
matter, for a while, should contact their attorney, who should inform the
client of the progress, or that there may have been professional negligence. The attorney, however, need not admit negligence, particularly
under the lockdown, where the lockdown itself may negate negligence,
but should advise the client to see another attorney and give the client
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his or her entire file contents. The client may then sue the relevant attorney for professional negligence. In line with the ethical duties of attorneys, where the attorney suspects professional negligence, he should be
proactive and not wait for the client to enquire before entertaining the
matter/advising the factual truth.
Although professional negligence cases are common, these may
increase due to the lockdown. Smaller firms, without established check

systems, run a higher risk of such claims, and some will not survive the
storm. Many smaller firms do not have adequate facilities and systems to
operate smoothly from home, and this exacerbates their financial distress.
Despite everything, it is imperative that attorneys do not partake in any
unethical activities in an effort to resurrect their practices. ◆
Mtho Maphumulo is an Associate with Adams & Adams.

Judicial discretion to grant an order in
terms of Section 18
SIPHO MDHLULI

C

an the Court exercise its judicial discretion to
grant an order in terms of s18 even if an applicant is unable to prove “certain requirements”
as set out by the Superior Court’s Act (10 of 2013)?

Common law position
This common law rule of practice was first adopted in Uniform Rule of
Court 49(11), promulgated under the Supreme Court Act 59 of 1959.
Over the years, the practice in our courts has been that, generally, the
execution of a judgment is automatically suspended upon the noting of an
appeal. The result is that, pending the appeal, the judgment cannot be
carried out and no effect can be given thereto, except with the leave of
the court which granted the judgment.
However, the Supreme Court Act (59 of 1959) was repealed and
replaced by the Superior Courts Act which came into operation on 23
August 2013. On 22 May 2015, Rule 49(11) was also repealed.
Legal framework
An application, in terms of s18(1) and (3) of the Superior Courts Act (10
of 2013), is generally established for an execution order, pending a petition for leave to appeal. One of its key requirements is to establish
whether applicants for execution have proven exceptional circumstances
in terms of s18(1); whether applicants have proved that they will suffer
irreparable harm and the respondent would not; additional order made to
give effect to the court’s order.
Section 18 of the Act has replaced Rule 49(11), and the relevant part
reads:
‘Suspension of decision pending appeal
(1) Subject to subsections (2) and (3), and unless the court, under exceptional circumstances, orders otherwise, the operation and execution

of a decision which is the subject of an application for leave to
appeal, or of an appeal, is suspended pending the decision of the
application or appeal.
(3) A court may only order otherwise, as contemplated in subsection (1) or
(2), if the party who applied to the court to order otherwise, in addition
proves on a balance of probabilities that he or she will suffer irreparable
harm if the court does not so
order, and that the other party
will not suffer irreparable harm
if the court so orders.
(4) If a court orders otherwise, as
contemplated in subsection (1)
–
(i) the court must immediately
record its reasons for
doing so;
(ii) the aggrieved party has an
automatic right of appeal
to the next highest court;
(iii) the court hearing such an
appeal must deal with it as
a matter of extreme
Mdhluli
urgency; and
(iv) such order will be automatically suspended, pending the outcome of such appeal.
(5) For the purposes of subsections (1) and (2), a decision becomes the
subject of an application for leave to appeal or of an appeal, as soon
as an application for leave to appeal or a notice of appeal is lodged
with the registrar in terms of the rules.
[8] This is the first appeal under s18(4)(ii) of the Act that has reached
this court.’
Section 18 of the Act has, however, been considered by divisions of
the high court. One of the requirements of s18(1) is to showcase exceptional circumstances.
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Applicable Case laws
The concept was considered by Mpati P in Avnit v First Rand Bank Limited
[2014] ZASCA 132, in the context of s17(2)(f) of the Act, which provides that, in ‘exceptional circumstances’, the president of this court may
refer a decision on an application for leave to appeal to the court for
reconsideration. Mpati P held that, upon a proper construction of
s17(2)(f), the president will need to be satisfied that the circumstances
are ‘truly exceptional’ before referring a matter for reconsideration.
Whether or not ‘exceptional circumstances’, for the purposes of
s18(1), are present, must necessarily depend on the facts of each case.
In Incubeta Holdings & another v Ellis & another 2014 (3) SA 189 at
para 22, Sutherland J put it as follows: ‘Necessarily, in my view, exceptionality must be fact-specific. The circumstances which are or may be
“exceptional” must be derived from the actual predicaments in which the
given litigants find themselves.’
Although each case differs on its merits, in South Cape Corporation
(Pty) Ltd v Engineering Management Services (Pty) Ltd 1977 (3) SA 534 at
545B-C, Corbett JA reiterated that the purpose of the rule was to prevent
irreparable damage being done to the intending appellant by the execution of the judgment pending the appeal.

60°

Factors considered for general discretion to grant or refuse
leave
However, Corbett JA at 545D-G, stated that the court to which application was made for leave to execute the judgment, pending appeal, had a
wide general discretion to grant or refuse such leave and would, inter alia,
have regard to the following factors:
The potential for irreparable harm or prejudice being sustained by the
appellant on appeal, if leave to execute were to be granted.
The potential for irreparable harm or prejudice to be sustained by the
respondent on appeal, if leave to execute were to be refused.
The prospects of success on appeal, including, more particularly, the
question as to whether the appeal is frivolous or vexatious, or has been
noted not with the bona fide intention of seeking to reverse the judgment but for some indirect purpose.
Where there is the potential for irreparable harm or prejudice to both
appellant and respondent, the balance of hardship or convenience, as
the case may be.’
Corbett JA authoritatively described the test in South Cape Corporation
(Pty) Ltd v Engineering Management Services (Pty) Ltd 1977 (3) SA 534
(A) at 544H to 546B. The overriding consideration was the determina-
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tion of what was just and equitable in all the circumstances, and the rule
was aimed at preventing irreparable damage from being done to the
intended appellant. The court, however, had a wide discretion to grant or
refuse enforcement and, if necessary, to determine conditions upon which
the right to execute could be exercised. This discretion emanated from
the inherent jurisdiction of the court to control its own judgments.
The critical component of the approach under Rule 49(11) was
judicial discretion, derived from the inherent jurisdiction of the court,
to rule in accordance with the equities in a given case. The court
would ask which party would be worse off if the order is granted or
refused.
In Incubeta Holdings, Sutherland J was of the view that the prospects
of success in the appeal played no role at all. In Liviero Wilge Joint
Venture, Satchwell J, Moshidi J concurring, was of the same view.
However, in Justice Alliance, Binns-Ward J (Fortuin and Boqwana JJ
concurring), was of a different view, namely that the prospects of success in the appeal remain a relevant factor and, therefore, ‘the less sanguine a court seized of an application in terms of s18(3) is about the
prospects of the judgment at first instance being upheld on appeal, the
less inclined it will be to grant the exceptional remedy of execution of
that judgment pending the appeal. The same, quite obviously, applies in

respect of a court dealing with an appeal against an order granted in
terms of s18(3)’.
Authors and writers of the law contend that the court’s discretion can
be removed if an applicant is unable to prove that they will suffer
irreparable harm, and that the respondent will not suffer irreparable harm
if the order is granted. There is no deviation in s18(3) of the Superior
Courts Act. If the court finds that the respondent will suffer irreparable
harm, judicial discretion is removed, and the court’s hands are tied. There
can be no room for the court to balance the proportional harm that is
likely to eventuate from the enforcement or non-enforcement of the
order.
Conclusion
The requirements introduced by ss18(1) and (3) are more onerous than
those of the previous law. Apart from the requirement of ‘exceptional circumstances’ in s18(1), s18(3) requires the applicant, ‘in addition’, to
prove, on a balance of probabilities, that he or she ‘will’ suffer irreparable
harm if the order is not made, and that the other party ‘will not’ suffer
irreparable harm if the order is made. ◆
Mdhluli is a Legal Practitioner with Lekhu Pilson (Middelburg branch).
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2020 in review: the Constitutional
Court Art Collection
FRANCOIS LION-CACHET

A

midst the challenges faced due to COVID-19,
2020 was a fertile year for the Constitutional
Court Art Collection (CCAC). Sustained donor
funding made possible the continued efforts towards the
conservation of the CCAC, as well as a greater focus on
public engagement activities which will continue in the
coming years. The public gallery of the Constitutional
Court, showcasing a rotating selection of works of the
CCAC, is open to the public over the holiday period.

The CCAC is a unique collection of predominantly South African artworks, many of which are internationally acclaimed, that stimulates and

enriches education, critical debate
and research on the transformative
role of the Constitution and the
Constitutional Court of South
Africa. The collection provides a
visual interface between art and justice for the public entering the
highest court in South Africa.
The collection explores and
interrogates the themes of transition, human rights, constitutionalism, identity, reparation, reconciliation and social justice in the South
African context. Many works in the
CCAC portray the political agency

Lion-Cachet
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and lived experiences of the artists; others
are more abstract and traditional, using form
to evoke emotion and understanding – and
to celebrate cultural diversity.
A new exhibition from the CCAC’s permanent collection was installed in the public
gallery at the end of June 2020, as part of the
biannual rotation of artworks on public display. Descriptive signage enables self-guided
tours. The public gallery is open to the public seven days a week at no cost.
The monthly Art & Justice tours of the
CCAC resumed on Heritage Day in
September, following the relaxing of
COVID-19 protocols. The tours are usually
hosted on the last Saturday of every month
and bookings can be made by sending an
email to ccac@concourttrust.org.za. Due to
the intimate nature of the tour, as well as
social distancing protocols, tours are limited
to 10 persons and are often fully booked.
Artist Kim Lieberman completed her
Landscape of the Court (2016/2020) sculpture
installation in the Constitutional Court between June and July 2020.
This large sculpture, on loan to the CCAC, and on display in the public
gallery until February 2021, contains conceptual symbolism of how the
Constitutional Court was established. It includes depictions of Justices
Pius Langa, Arthur Chaskalson, Kate O’Regan, Albie Sachs, Yvonne
Mokgoro, Edwin Cameron and Ismail Mahomed.
This year, the CCAC team prioritised research and conservation, in
no small part due to the lockdown, that included work on starting Art &
Justice: A Constitutional Court Art Collection series of short monographs
about CCAC artworks and artists, published by the Constitutional Court
Trust. The series also showcases the critical behind-the-scenes conservation work undertaken to document, stabilise, store and preserve artworks

in the CCAC. Other research included signage development and the
start of the CCAC artist and affiliate interview project. Multiple in-person and online interviews were conducted with, amongst others, CCAC
artists Sipho Ndlovu, Kim Lieberman, Jaco Sieberhagen, Amos Miller,
Joanne Patterson, and Eugene Hön.
Conservation of the CCAC continued to be a core activity in 2020.
Conservation treatment and framing work was completed on a range of artworks, including Joseph Ndlovu’s Humanity (the very first work of the
CCAC) and Inspired by L’Ancêtre (Ancestor) 69-71 Oil on canvas by Ernest
Ngungunyane Methuen Mancoba, Joanne Patterson’s Pangolin, Jaco
Sieberhagen’s Judge, Eugene Hön’s Exquisite Slave, Popsie, Popsy, Amos
Miller’s Nelson Mandela in New York, Robert Hodgins’s Hotel Room, and Jan
du Toit’s Fruits of Labour. The team made considerable strides towards the cre-
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ation of a safe environment for the storage and display of the CCAC, closely
monitoring humidity, temperature and light levels in the Constitutional
Court, and improving security. An outsize storage rack was custom-made for
the CCAC, in addition to the CCAC’s other artwork storage.
Artwork donations, as a result of the generosity and goodwill of artists,
galleries and donors, see to the strategic and sustained development of the
CCAC. In 2020, Richard ‘Specs’ Ndimande, born in 1994, donated three
of his drawings to the CCAC, becoming the youngest artist represented in
the collection. The works grapple, in
part, with the artist’s father, a political
dissident in the later years of
Apartheid, who spent time incarcerated at the notoriously violent
Number Four Prison in the
Constitution Hill precinct. The
inclusion of Specs’ works into the
CCAC represents the youth of South
Africa taking their place in driving
South Africa forward.
A series of photographs that
resulted from a joint project between
the Constitutional Court Trust, custodian of the CCAC, and the Dutch
Embassy in South Africa, came into
the CCAC in 2020. The photographs depict the Amsterdam
Rainbow Dress, made from the flags
of all countries in the world where
homosexuality is illegal, modelled by
transgender activist and model Yaya
Mavundla, in front of the
Constitutional Court. When the discriminatory legislation is changed,
that country’s flag is replaced with a
rainbow flag. Established artist Usha
Seejarim donated her Affairs of the

Home to the CCAC
this year, speaking to
the refugee crisis. The
sculpture is to be
exhibited next year,
along with the other
recently donated
works. The CCAC
artworks committee
considers donation
proposals of artworks
that could form part
of the CCAC, in line
with its mission, and
its acquisition policy.
2020 also saw
scholar Eliza
Garnsey’s The Justice of Visual Art published. Garnsey’s study looks at how
art can shape ideas and experience of justice as a form of visual jurisprudence and cultural diplomacy; it is a valuable contribution to understanding the role of the CCAC.
Monthly artwork covers for without prejudice also appeared between
February and November.
The CCAC is managed by the Constitutional Court Trust (CCT) for the
benefit of the public, tending to its preservation and presentation through
conservation and curatorial programmes. It
is dependent on grants and donor funding
to carry out this work. The CCT would like
to thank the Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation, the Bank of America
Conservation Program, the Ford
Foundation, the Foundation for Society,
Law and Art in South Africa, and the
Ambassadors’ Fund for Cultural
Preservation for the financial support aiding
its work on the CCAC over the last year.
The CCAC can be followed on social
media (@concourt_art on Instagram and
Twitter). For more information visit the
CCAC website at
ccac.concourttrust.org.za. ◆
Lion-Cachet is an Assistant Curator of
the CCAC.
PHOTOGRAPHS CAPTION:
Amongst others, works by Dumile Feni,
Leonard Matsoso, Kim Berman, Peter
Clarke, Amos Miller, Thea Soggot,
Velaphi Mzimba, Greg Marinovich,
Mikhael Subotzky and Karel Nel are currently on display in the public gallery of
the Constitutional Court. Photographs by
Francois Lion-Cachet © CCT.
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The World in November
S

POILER ALERT: The Great British Bake Off crowned youngest
ever winner. Twenty-year-old Peter Sawkins beat fellow
finalists in the finale, which featured custard
slices, a walnut whirl and dessert towers. According
to The Week, the finance student from Edinburgh
said he felt like “an excited,
giddy kid”, adding: “This is
going to be a huge chapter in
my life.”

A

ndrew Bailey,
Governor of
the Bank of
England, said a hard Brexit
would cause disruption to
cross-border trade and
damage the goodwill
between London and Brussels. The
economic cost of a no-deal Brexit would be
‘more seismic in the long-term than the damage caused
by COVID-19’. He added: “It would be better to have a
trade deal, yes, no question about it.”

T

he word is that Boeing’s 737 MAX 8 aircraft,
grounded after two fatal crashes in 2018 that killed
346 people, is likely to be back in action in 2021. The
investigation into the crashes revealed
problems with the plane’s software, which led to a 20-month
ban – the longest grounding of
an airliner in US history – which
has cost Boeing more than $18 billion. The plane may be flying
across US skies, but the European Union Aviation Safety agency has
requested further changes that will probably take two years to implement. Of course, a major factor will be getting public support.

T

he London Lawyer Briefing reported that the High Court in
London found in favour of Ryan Beckwith, a former
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer partner who succeeded in his
appeal against the Solicitor’s Disciplinary Tribunal (SDT) fine and
reprimand. The London Lawyer comments that ‘the main theme of its
ruling shone a light on what several have been discussing in the industry for some time. Just how private should a lawyer’s private life be?’
‘Those nervous of the regulator’s increasingly eagle-eyed attitude to
lawyers’ conduct will no doubt be celebrating alongside Beckwith
today following the judgment.’ However, perhaps everyone should
remember that the original tribunal found ‘the young female associate’
in this case ‘had been too intoxicated to consent to the sexual activity

that Beckwith engaged her with.’ It would be unwise for anyone to
believe that this type of behaviour will now be acceptable.

K

nocked off the front pages at the start of the pandemic, all
the drama that surrounded Brexit continues. The EU regulations on uncooked meat are likely to result in a ‘ban on
bangers’ if Britain goes ahead with a sausage ban. The Times reports
that ‘“the delicious irony” of UK negotiators using “the EU’s own
rules to exact revenge on European producers”. A Whitehall source
said that “the government has committed to mirroring EU food safety
legislation after we leave the bloc. That means if they ban it then
we’ll ban it too.”‘ The Times reports that, under EU rules, products
such as burgers and bangers “cannot be imported into the bloc
unless they are frozen to minus 18C. Of course Britain will
then be without European sausages.

A

nd a ‘feel good’ story for this time of year, and
particularly needed this year: Manchester
United player, Marcus Rashford, is making a
difference. Just 23, he has been awarded an MBE for leading
a drive to ending child hunger and poverty in the UK. He
successfully campaigned for free school meals for children
during school holidays; he helped raise £20 million for
FareShare – an anti-hunger charity; he launched a Book Club
to give children bedtime stories – something he never had. Sir
Alex Ferguson, former United manager, has called for other
players to use their profiles ‘in a good way’, as Rashford has
done.

T

he World Health Organization (WHO) has revealed
that a team of experts will travel to China to trace the
origins of the COVID-19 pandemic. The Telegraph says
that the team of ten scientists ‘will work with Chinese experts to
investigate how COVID-19 jumped from animals to humans’. An initial virtual meeting was held at the end of October, between the
WHO team and their Chinese counterparts, who have since maintained contact through “regular zoom calls”, said Dr Mike Ryan, head
of the UN health agency’s emergencies programme said ‘We need to
start where we found the first cases – and that is in Wuhan in China –
and then we need to follow the evidence after that wherever that
leads’. The team will start in the Huanan Seafood Wholesale Market
in Wuhan which the Daily Mail notes “has been touted as the original
epicentre of the disease”. The newspaper added a note of caution, saying, “it took more than a year for scientists to prove Mers, another
coronavirus, originated in camels in Saudi Arabia”, and “even longer”
to track Sars back to bats in a cave in southern China”. ◆
Compiled by Myrle Vanderstraeten
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Tales from the US of A . . .
C-19 deaths in nursing homes prompt lawsuits
A growing number of negligence suits are being filed across the USA,
against nursing homes and other long-term care facilities, by families
whose relatives died from the coronavirus while living in these facilities. The cases rely on nursing home resident protection legislation
and the common law of delict. These cases will present unprecedented
questions for judges, juries and arbitrators. They will have to decide
whether and how to apportion responsibility for the deaths of the
nation’s most medically vulnerable population among long-term care
operators who were scrambling in the midst of the chaos and confusion, during the worst public health emergency in a century. More
than 51 000 of the nation’s 1.4 million nursing home residents have
died of coronavirus since the beginning of the year.
Harris Meyer October 1
Lawyer gets interim suspension for multiple accusations of
driving while naked
An Ohio lawyer has received an interim suspension after his latest
arrest for driving while nude. He was arrested on a misdemeanour
public indecency charge for allegedly driving nude and “exposing his
private parts to a female who believed she was being followed by the
subject”. The accused has already received a stayed two-year suspension for “chronically driving nude”. He is considered a substantial
threat to the public for his failed judgment and absent impulse control. In 2018 he was twice observed driving nude and received a suspended 30-day jail term. His incidents of nudity go back to 2006.
Debra Cassens Weiss September 29
Receiver’s lawsuit alleges two major law firms turned a
blind eye to Ponzi scheme
A receiver for investment funds, accused of operating as a Ponzi
scheme, has sued two major law firms for allegedly facilitating the
wrongdoing. The lawsuit claims that a partner who worked successively at both firms was either grossly negligent or aided the investment firm in creating and perpetrating the Ponzi scheme. The private
real estate firm raised more than $170 million from at least 1100
unsuspecting investors around the country, by selling them fraudulent, unregistered securities and diverting investors’ funds for improper purposes. The suit alleges that the partner prepared inadequate disclosures and compliance materials whilst working at both firms. The
firms themselves are accused of failing to protect the funds by recommending proper checks and balances, and failing to have a system in
place to prevent the partner from undertaking work that involved
conflicts of interest. The lawsuit alleges negligence, breach of fiduci-

ary duty and aiding and abetting fraud, and
says the law firms received hundreds of
thousands of dollars in legal fees, in exchange
for assisting in fraudulent activities.
Debra Cassens Weiss September 29
Are businesses liable for ill family members of workers
contracting C-19 at work?
The US courts are already split on the issue whether businesses have
an obligation to those who have never been at the work site. The
claims are filed by workers’ family members who allege they became
ill after the workers came home with the virus. The lawsuits follow a
similar pattern to the asbestos cases, in which family members allege
that the workers came home with asbestos fibres on their clothes.
Lawyers say the causal chain will be an issue in the cases. Plaintiffs
will have to show that businesses failed to implement safety measures,
which led to the worker getting sick and infecting family members.
The plaintiffs will have to show that the worker took precautions to
prevent getting ill from other sources and in other places.
Debra Cassens Weiss September 28
Lawyer suspended for calling opposing counsel and
litigant names
An Ohio lawyer has been suspended for his over-the-top criticisms of
litigation opponents and judicial decisions, including an assertion
that the custody order was “the most absolutely insane decision that
he had encountered in 40 years”, that a litigant was “obviously delusional” and “out of touch with reality”, that an opponent was a “complete idiot”, and that a letter by the lawyer was “so stupid I sent it
back to you as I didn’t want it in my file”. There were many other
equally obnoxious accusations. He claims that “everything I have
ever said about anybody is 100% absolutely true”. He cannot be reinstated to law practice unless he submits to an evaluation by the Ohio
Lawyers Assistance Programme and complies with their recommendations.
Debra Cassens Weiss October 7
Major law firm resolves gender pay bias claim
A major firm has agreed to pay $150 000 to resolve allegations that a
predecessor law firm discriminated against 22 female associates by
paying them lower bonuses than their male colleagues. The discrimination was discovered during a routine compliance evaluation by the
Department of Labour. The firm was subject to review because it is a
government contractor that received $4.9 million in payments from
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federal contracts over a four year period. The settlement consists of
$125 000 in back pay and $25 000 in interest.
Debra Cassens Weiss October 6
Judge reprimanded for showing handgun during an
argument
A Texas justice of the peace has received a public reprimand for
showing his gun during an argument with another person who
accused him of driving too fast in front of his home. The interactions took place at the end of the driveway of the other person. The
judge produced the gun on two occasions, violating the law on concealed weapons. He was reprimanded for casting public discredit on
the judiciary and failing to comply with the law.
Debra Cassens Weiss October 1
Lawyer changes name before running for judgeship
A Michigan lawyer, Nicholas John Bobak, changed his name to
Bobak Hathaway, taking on his wife’s politically popular surname,
‘Hathaway’, before campaigning to become a judge. In Michigan, at
least ten people with the last name ‘Hathaway’ have served as judges
in the past twenty years, and there are currently three judges in one
of the counties with the same last name, plus a retired judge who is
still helping to hear cases.
Debra Cassens Weiss October 5
Judge reprimanded for KKK reference
A Tennessee judge has received a public reprimand for complaining
that the State Supreme Court’s “grand wizard” required that masks
be worn in court. He made the remark in front of criminal defendants in the courtroom, including some who were black. He
claimed he made the remark “to soften any resistance by those present in the courtroom to the requirements of wearing a mask”. The
Board of Judicial Conduct said he had failed to maintain the highest
standards of conduct and dignity required of a judge. The board
pointed out that any participant in legal proceedings who hears
racially insensitive comments may reasonably perceive that the
judge is biased or prejudiced.
Debra Cassens Weiss October 6
Woman goes into labour during Bar exam and finishes test
A recent graduate at the Chicago School of Law was determined to
finish her Bar exam, despite going into labour during the remote test.
She stood up and realised her water had broken, took a break,
cleaned up, called her midwife and husband and returned to the
computer to continue the examination. The contractions began soon
after starting the essays. The baby was born shortly after 22h00 that
night, and she took the rest of the test while nursing the child.
Debra Cassens Weiss October 9
Law student debt averages about $165K at graduation
Young lawyers are so impacted by student debt that they are making
life-changing decisions such as delaying children and, in some cases,
choosing a job because of its higher pay instead of the job they really

wanted. More than 75% of those surveyed had at least
$100 000 in student loans at graduation, and the average total loans
is about $165 000. More than 95% of the respondents to the survey
took out loans to attend law school. The situation is causing stress
among graduates.
Lawyer charged with operating sex-trafficking ring
An Ohio lawyer, who was formerly a city council member, has been
arrested for allegedly running a sex-trafficking ring over a 15 year
period. He is charged with human trafficking, promoting and compelling prostitution and engaging in a pattern of corrupt activity. The
lawyer promised accused women lenient sentences on drug charges if
they agreed to prostitution. One woman said she had been trafficked
since the age of 15, and became addicted to drugs. Extraordinarily,
the article says that the accused, aged 74, “faces the possibility of
more than 70 years in prison if he is convicted”.
Debra Cassens Weiss October 26
Law firm seeking rent abatement accused by landlord of
“weaseling out” of commitments
A Manhattan law firm has filed a $10 million lawsuit claiming that a
landlord failed to abide by lease provisions requiring rent abatement
in an emergency. The lease provision entitles the firm to an abatement when it can’t use its offices for the ordinary conduct of business
for more than 15 consecutive days because of “unavoidable delays”.
The lease defines unavoidable delays to include delays caused by
“laws, governmental pre-emption in connection with a national
emergency or by any legal requirements, or other emergency”. The
suit says the firm was obliged to vacate its offices in New York by
executive order. It only maintained a small rotating crew for simple
office functions. The landlord says that the firm is taking advantage
of the pandemic and trying to “weasel out” of their financial commitments.
Debra Cassens Weiss October 29
Justice Barrett’s husband says he will remain at his law firm
U.S. Supreme Court Justice Amy Coney Barrett’s husband, Jesse
Barrett, will remain at the law firm where he is a partner and has
practiced law for the past two years. He said, “I look forward to continuing to help grow and lead SouthBank Legal’s litigation-related
practice groups and serve our clients,” According to Bloomberg, it is
unclear whether Jesse Barrett will remain in Indiana or work for his
firm in Washington, D.C. He is also adjunct professor at the
University of Notre Dame’s law school, where his wife was a law professor, and where he and his wife met when they were law students.
The couple has seven children, and when her nomination was
announced, Amy Coney Barrett credited her husband for helping her
manage a full life. He does far more than his share of work, despite a
busy law practice, and is considered the better cook, she said.
Debra Cassens Weiss, November 18
All these stories are summaries by Patrick Bracher of Norton Rose
Fulbright (South Africa) of articles in the ABA Journal eReport.
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A

ppointments: Associates:
Accra – Kezia OwusuAnsah, Saeed Moomin and
Nathaniel Quansah.
Admissions: Riëtte Karsten and
Tanya Namases.
Kezia Owusu-Ansah

Saeed Moomin

Nathaniel Quansah

Riëtte Karsten

Tanya Namases

Fasken

T

he Johannesburg office won the “Large Law Firm”
and “SMMe” awards at the annual ProBono.Org
Awards which were held virtually on 29 October. The
newly introduced SMMe Award was created to encourage enterprise development. Fasken offers pro bono services to entrepreneurs - in partnership with the University
Sushila Dhever
Andricia Hinkemann
Stuart Strachan
Thandiwe Nhlapho
of Johannesburg’s Centre for Entrepreneurship (UJCfe);
as well as pairing young lawyers with growing businesses. The project was recognised for its empowerment potential. The firm was recognised under the banner
of “Special Recognition” for Gender Based Violence work undertaken. Pro Bono head and partner Sushila Dhever and associate Andricia Hinkemann are
active in the lower courts representing women needing pro bono legal support. The team trains social workers, community centre advice office workers, communities, women in shelters, learners in the townships, paralegals in the rural areas and educators on Gender Based Violence and Children’s Rights.

Webber Wentzel

FISA

A

A

neshree Naidoo has joined the firm as the new
Chief Financial Officer. She joins the firm from
Deloitte Consulting, where she served as Africa Chief
Financial Officer for the past five years. Aneshree's
achievements include strategic business steer across
nine African countries, mobilising a world-class
finance team and directing finance standardisation,
operational excellence and systems implementation projects.

Aneshree Naidoo

t the 10th Annual FISA Conference
held at the Sandton Convention
Centre on 12 November, the annual FISA
Chairperson’s Award was presented to Phia
van der Spuy, in recognition of her significant and major contribution in educating and
guiding consumers and trust practitioners
about trusts and estate planning.

Phia van der Spuy

MMC ASAFO

M

MMC ASAFO celebrated its first anniversary in November. Esther Omulele was appointed the first female managing partner of a large law firm in Kenya. Despite COVID-19, the firms has seen significant global growth over the past year. In May,
MMC ASAFO, ASAFO & Co and South African law firm, Lawtons Africa announced a landmark teaming agreement and joined
forces. This has strengthened the firm’s South African presence significantly.

classified advertising
contact Vanessa: reception@gleason.co.za

Esther Omulele
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Pinot Noir
MARK LE ROUX

T

here’s nothing like it. It has the ability to encapsulate a true moment in time, yet gives so much
freedom to the story teller. Wine.

I am Mark le Roux, and I’ve been making wine for 11 years at Waterford
Estate in Stellenbosch. A farm rooted in the nation, Waterford is owned
by South African Jeremy Ord and run by proud South Africans who create wines which define our piece of land. Like our country, Waterford’s
property is full of diversity; its varying soils, the ever changing slopes, and
the incredible fauna and flora, which makes the planting of eleven different red grape varietals and one white varietal so fitting.
Three years ago I was afforded the opportunity to fly on the side, to
discover my own wine brand, MARK. wines. I wanted to create wines
under no pressure of a blueprint or need to be continuous from year to
year. Each wine would be its own benchmark; an art piece, an original
reflection of nature through wine. The first creation was a Pinot Noir
2018. I definitely didn’t pick the easy one to start with, as we will learn
later in the article, but it was with a vineyard and winegrower that I had
dealt with before which gave some confidence.
Monitoring and really getting to know a vineyard is at least a weekly
thing for about five to six months until harvesting; this is not easy when
the vineyard is not on your doorstep. Once harvested and transported to
the cellar, the berries are removed from the stalks and put into a small
tank for fermentation. Fermentation takes about three days to kick in
naturally from the yeast found on the grapes. Fermentation then takes

around eight to ten days to complete, a very fast-moving process and you
need to be hands on with monitoring to guide the fermentation smoothly
to the end. This is when all the information I gathered during the growing and ripening season plays such a huge role in understanding how far I
can push and trust the fermentation. After fermentation, the wine is then
strained from the skins and the skins are loaded into a basket press to get
out the last, all important bit of press wine. From here the wine is transferred in old French oak barrels for aging. During aging, the wine softens
as tiny amounts of oxygen travel through the oak barrel and interact with
the wine causing tannins to polymerise (tannin molecules join to form
bigger molecules; bigger molecules taste fuller and softer). When the
aging process is complete – when I feel that enough “polymerisation” has
occurred and perfect balance is achieved (about 11 months for Pinot
Noir; bigger tannin wines like Cabernet Sauvignon need about 22
months), the wine is removed from the barrel and bottled. In bottle, the
wine will continue to age, but at a much
slower rate. Many factors affect the rate of
aging, but I would say that my MARK.
Pinot Noir would age and hold until 2023
quite easily.
Pinot Noir is a fantastic grape and ever
so rewarding. Extremely highly regarded by
wine critics and enthusiasts, it sometimes
makes the average wine lover hesitant or
fearful. I think this is because Pinot Noir is
different, it doesn’t have the classical aromas linked to everyday life such as mocca,
coffee, caramel, woody, strawberry, and
therefore often gets peculiar terms as
descriptives, which we don’t all understand. Removing this jargon, Pinot Noir is
the most delicious wine and has the most
interesting offering.
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Why grape growers and winemakers love working with Pinot Noir.
It sets a challenge at every stage – it is unbelievably temperamental and
changes with even the smallest of touches from the outside. It quickly
shrivels in heat, rots in moisture and birds love the fruit. In the cellar, the
tiny cluster grenade bunches can go in either direction. Little skin contact and soft cool fermentations gives you a light “rose-like” colour, more
savoury aromatics and gentle mouthfeel, whereas longer skin contact,
warmer ferments give a very different outcome from the same grapes.
Despite the challenges of Pinot Noir, it is the potential to make a great
wine from its grapes that makes it so tempting.
Why wine collectors and enthusiasts love Pinot Noir. Pinot is the
birthplace of nuance, delicacy, and elegance. Besides the fact that some of
the most expensive wines in the world are Pinot Noir, reaching prices on
average of $19,700 per bottle at auctions (Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Romanée-Conti Grand Cru), there is something about Pinot Noir that
makes it so inviting, you just can’t help getting yourself involved in the
history of the wines. Pinot Noir is most famous in an area called
Burgundy, in the north east of France – an area extremely rich in family
tradition and a modest way of living, with small plots of vineyards scattered across the countryside, separated by a flow of small villages – no
high rises in sight. You can’t help but be hit by the force of the importance of vineyard growing and winemaking in the area. Winemaking here
dates to BC times, and some cellars almost seem to continue to operate in
the same space. Quite incredible to see.
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Why we should all love Pinot Noir. Whether your normal choice
of wine is white or red, whether the weather is hot or cold, I feel Pinot
Noir can satisfy everyone. In the South African summer, it can be presented slightly chilled, accompanied by, for example, a lovely charcuterie platter with added artichokes, olives and mild cheese. For cooler
weather, it can be served at room temperature, and pairs beautifully
with all kinds of lighter meats (duck is incredible; chicken, pork and
seared salmon work well too) and many savoury-earthy driven vegetarian dishes.
A vibrant light red in colour, when you bring your nose closer, you
often find the fragrance of bright red fruit – cherry, pomegranate, raspberries and touches of floral perfume. On taste, the wine is usually refreshing
and light with flavours of dried fynbos, red cherry and some earthy
savouriness.
Pinot Noir’s light colour is often misleading; without tasting it,
one would expect a thin and fresh wine with little to no body to pair
with the steak in front of you. In fact, Pinot Noir has enough flavour
to hold its own even against a Cabernet Sauvignon. The colour pigment of Pinot Noir is unstable (similar situation in a grape called
Nebbiolo, from which famous Barolo’s are made in Italy) but there is
no problem with the tannins. So you end up with light coloured

wines which have the same structure, tannin grit and body of a full
red wine.
South Africa has a rather small number of Pinot producers – Hemelen-Aarde, near Hermanus, is the most famous. Other countries known for
Pinot Noir are New Zealand, for their heavy fruit popping, medium bodied, cool climate Pinots; California in the USA, for their richer, riper,
strawberry and oaky Pinots; and of course, Burgundy in France, for the
elegant, austere, and traditional style of Pinots. Other countries also producing some surprises are Sweden and Austria.
Where to from here? Currently South Africa is, I think, the most
exciting place in the world to be making wine; okay, maybe Argentina as
well. We are getting better at answering the question: what is a South
African wine? At Waterford Estate, our flagship red blend, “The Jem”, is,
I believe, one of the wines which we are using to answer this question and
it’s what we work towards. For MARK. wines, it’s one wine at a time, but
there is a potential Cabernet Sauvignon next in line which I am really
looking forward to.
So all the best in opening up another choice on the wine shelf for a
delightful discovery of Pinot Noir. ◆
Le Roux is the Waterford Estate winemaker.

Islands in the Stream
JOHN MCKNIGHT

I

have never been a fan of music streaming services. I
should perhaps begin by saying that when it comes
to listening to music, I consider it to be a multisensory
experience. Not only should you listen to the music,
preferably on a high quality device and at some volume,
but you should also pay particular attention to the lyrics.
In addition, the album artwork (rendered in 12-inch vinyl
format) is an important part of the experience to gain
insight into the intention of the artist.

It is particularly disagreeable to listen to tracks out of sequence, or as part
of a playlist, without being able to contextualise the songs. I realise this
places me firmly in the old school camp, but frankly, it is what it is, and I
suspect I am not alone.
Lockdown, however, changed much of this. Now, for the first time, I
had access to strong bandwidth without the IT department breathing
down my neck about “excessive” internet access. Also, I did not have to
concern myself with the welfare of my co-workers and their reticence to
embrace the brilliance of Led Zeppelin.

And so it was that a Spotify subscription that I had received with a
cell phone upgrade, and which had been lying dormant, was brought to
the fore.
Spotify is a music streaming service that began its life back in 2008. It
is now the world’s biggest music streaming service, currently with approximately 144 million paying subscribers (plus another 180 million or so free
subscribers having to endure adverts and the like). Spotify has more than
60 million songs in its database, and pays its artists about US$ 0.008 per
stream. It also reports how many times an artist has been streamed in the
last month, so it’s not hard to work out how much an artist earned in a
given 30 day period. Here are just a few:
Led Zeppelin
13.8M streams
=
US$ 110 400
AC/DC
17.2M streams
=
US$ 137 600
Depeche Mode 7.2M streams
=
US$ 57 600
Billie Eilish
46.8M streams
=
US$ 374 400
Post Malone*
49M streams
=
US$ 392 000
Lana Del Ray
16.5M streams
=
US$ 132 000
Kanye West
30.1M streams
=
US$ 240 800
(* In 2019, Post Malone was Spotify’s top artist with a total of 6.5 billion streams, earning him approximately US$52 000 000.)
Not all artists are doing so well, however:
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The Parlotones
Johnny Clegg
Steve Hofmeyr
Bles Bridges
Snotkop

809 streams
20,376 streams
159,509 streams
50,228 streams
6,167 streams
64,126 streams

=
=
=
=
=
=

US$ 647
US$ 163
US$ 1 276
US$ 402
US$ 49
US$ 513

Just something to consider before you take up that singing career
you’ve always dreamed of.
Points to note:
Spotify has about 1/3 of the total global music streaming subscribers
(there are others such as Pandora, Apple Music, Deezer, Amazon,
YouTube and Google) so you can multiply these revenues roughly by
three, globally speaking.
This is the total amount paid. The artists themselves can only expect
from about half to even as low as 15% of this amount after record
label, publishers, management, among others, have all had their take.
In the past, music streaming services have been criticised for exploiting musicians, but it is now generally accepted that these services at least expose the
artists to a global platform and, whilst the
remuneration from the service itself is slim
(in most cases), it can be compensated for by
increased exposure and concomitant merchandise and tour sales. As a result, most
artists now permit their music to appear on
these platforms.
Of course, for the consumer, the advan-

tages to music streaming services
are enormous. Anything and everything is but a click away. The original of Tainted Love? Yes, the Soft
Cell hit from 1981 is a cover and
was originally composed by Ed
Cobb and recorded by Gloria Jones
in 1964 – which you can listen to
on Spotify. The entire Kraftwerk
discography at your fingertips, and
so it goes.
Not to mention that streaming
services have highly complex algorithms beavering away in the backMcKnight
ground, paying close attention to
what you listen to, when you listen
and how much of it you listen to. These algorithms will then try to predict your preferences and offer up similar music for your listening pleasure
– with varying degrees of success.
The less charitable among us
will have some fun toying with
these algorithms, hoping to
achieve a digital rolling of the
eyes and an exasperated, “What
on earth is he listening to
now?”. They are indefatigable,
however, and occasionally introduce something that is on point
and, in so doing, broaden your
musical horizons.
But, is music streaming the future? Is buying vinyl a moribund activity?
Must we acquiesce to this new world order?
“The Second Coming” is a poem written by Irish poet W. B. Yeats in
1919, first printed in November 1920, which concerns the inevitable
imposition of a new order on the old. It was written in response to a
changing world, evidenced at that time by the League of Nations and the
recent flu pandemic of 1918/9. Nigerian author Chinua Achebe chose a
line from the first verse to be the title of his 1958 debut novel, Things Fall
Apart, which explored the effect of British colonialism on traditional
Nigerian life.
And so it is that we now find ourselves on the brink of a new paradigm, certainly in terms of music consumption. Are the old days of saving
up for an album, cherishing the physical artefact and whiling away blissful
hours poring over the artwork and lyrics, immersed in the experience, to
be replaced with instant gratification, little to no context and access to
such a lode of music that it becomes virtually meaningless? As Yeats
wrote:
Turning and turning in the widening gyre
The falcon cannot hear the falconer;
Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world. ◆
McKnight is a Partner of Spoor & Fisher.
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happen to me. I would not suddenly discover that I am, in fact, a gateway
for dead people to pass through, like the addictive main character in EE
Holmes’ Spirit Legacy series – I read 10 of them without pausing to blink!

T

Gail Schimmel
RE

E

very year, I write an article for without prejudice
on the books that I have enjoyed in the year that
has passed. If one were to do a comparison of
these articles, you’d probably come to a clear idea of
what my reading taste is (and might find me repeating
myself a bit).
And then came lockdown.
I was not alone in finding that I suddenly couldn’t
read. This was a first for me. I have read through exam
preparation times, through medical crises, through having two babies (balanced the book on the baby while I
fed them), through death and bereavement, through
stressful jobs – NOTHING has ever stopped me being
able to retreat to the world of books. Until
lockdown.
I picked up books and abandoned them. I
tried reading old favourites and abandoned
them. Life was so scary and stressful, I couldn’t
deal with the slightest added stress in a book.
And then it happened. I found the cure. I
discovered fantasy.
Fantasy is not a genre that I have ever been
attracted to. My father loved sci-fi and fantasy,
and maybe I rebelled against that. I don’t know.
But I’ve always counted myself firmly outside
the fantasy camp. But the thing was, the stresses
in fantasy books did not stress me more –
because I was absolutely sure that they wouldn’t

MON

H

A year of fantasy

H

O

S A FEW B
Nor was I in danger from
vampires, like the characters
in local author JT Lawrence’s
Blood Magic series (six books, gobbled up). Another local
author, Fiona Snycker’s gave me a YA treat with her time
travelling Time Mavericks series (although I confess, I read
anything she writes!) The characters in Charlie N
Holmberg’s Paper Magician series might be limited to
magic on one medium, but this is not a problem that I
have to fear! And now I have discovered author Helen
Harper and had a fine time with her lazy but magical
heroine in the Lazy Girl’s Guide to Magic series. We won’t
even talk about an entire rabbit hole of a genre about

menopausal witches!
I’ve loved all these series and discovering a
whole new world of books, but there are a few
stand-alone books that I read as part of my fantasy binge that stand out – and I think would
have appealed to me pre-lockdown too.
Unlike the series, which all have similar tropes
and are, on the whole, quite forgettable (I had
to look at my kindle to tell you about them),
these books make the grade as serious, gripping, somewhat more “literary” (hate that
phrase) reads.
Top of this pile is The Thirteenth Tale by
Diane Setterfield, which was possibly my book
of the year, telling the tale of a mysterious
house and the enigmatic, untamed twins Emmeline and Adeline who once
roamed its halls. Fans of Daphne du Maurier – this one is for you.
A close second was Ninth House, by Leigh Bardugo – apparently well-
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known for YA books, but now
venturing into the realm of adult
fiction. This was all dark magic
at Oxford, with mysterious societies performing strange rites. It
ended on a cliff hanger, clearly
making way for a series – but
other than that, I got the same
deep satisfaction that Donna
Tartt’s The Secret History has
given me (every one of the 10
times I have read it).
The Binding by Bridget
Collins probably completes my
top 3 fantasy-but-not-nonsense
reads – strangely, for someone who professed to enjoy neither historical fiction nor fantasy, for this is both, exploring a fantasy historical world where
novels are, in fact, stories leached from human memories.

I will confess, my reading anorexia is
cured, and I am once again able to read “normal” books. I wondered if that would, in
turn, put me off my newly discovered
appetite for fantasy series – but not at all.
And in this small way, COVID and lockdown have widened the horizons of my
world.
And because I’m new at this – if you are a
fantasy fan, please find me on twitter
(@GailSchimmel) and tell me your
favourites!
Schimmel is the author of five novels published in South Africa. One of these will
make its international debut in April 2021; and the first of her co-written
cozy mystery series writing as Katie Gayle, is out internationally on 2
December. She tells us it is a perfect beach read.

Stardust… theatrical dining
SIMON DODD

D

uring the hard lockdown, I bumped into an old
friend of mine, who mentioned that she had
recently started a new position as the Executive
Chef at Stardust, in Woodstock (a trendy suburb of Cape
Town). With visitors from upcountry down for a weekend,
I was required to find suitable entertainment for the
Saturday evening. When I mentioned Stardust to the
group, we decided to experience the concept of theatrical
dining for ourselves.

Diners have a wide choice of dishes from either a two or three-course set
menu (the set menu options range from R275 to R395, depending on the
configuration selected). For my starter I selected the fried calamari, tossed
in seasoned rice flour – this gluten-free seafood delight was beautifully
presented with a tasty lime and chilli ailoi. As one of my guests is vegan, I
paid close attention to the vegan offering, which sounded surprisingly
appetising. The vegan starter was Masbaha – a vibrant beetroot hummus
with herbed tahina and Za’atar pita breads (I understand that gluten-free
pita was an available option). I was allowed a taster… the bright colours
of the Masbaha complimented the fresh, earthy flavours of the beetroot
hummus, and the creamy, nutty tahina. My guest could not have been
more complimentary about the dish.
For mains I was keen to experience the legendary Stardust lamb

tagine, and savored every mouthful of the robust flavours of the perfectly
balanced spice blend. The tagine was topped with crunchy green rocket
leaves, which broke the richness of the lamb. The vegan option was roasted
cauliflower pasta with coconut vegan cheese and roasted baby tomatoes.
Now I’m not normally a dessert guy, but the dessert options were
mouth-watering. The vanilla halva crème brûlée did not disappoint –
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each toasted-sesame bite of the brûlée was delicious. The vegan option
was a dark Belgian chocolate brownie with passionfruit sorbet – this was a
sublime mix of decant chocolate and tart fruit.
For those unfamiliar with theatrical dining, the concept is that the
servers are also performers. Many of the dynamic Stardust performers are
active on the Cape Town music scene in a wide variety of music genres –

from opera to musical theatre, to rock. This diversity
is reflected in the variety of
items performed – my
favourites were the soulful
Misty and the jivey Proud
Mary. The evening is nonstop entertainment with
some items bringing
patrons to their feet.
I have subsequently
returned to Stardust for one
of their wine dinners,
where a wine estate is
Dodd
invited to showcase a selection of their wines, paired
with dishes (I understand that these wine dinners are a monthly
feature on their calendar). The wine dinner I attended showcased
the wines of Saronsberg of Tulbagh; each of the five-courses was
exquisitely paired with one of the wines being showcased. Once
again, Stardust exceeded my expectations!
Next time you find yourself in Cape Town, and are looking for an
enjoyable evening with great food and superb diverse entertainment, I
recommend giving Stardust a try. Stardust can be contacted via email:
admin@stardustcapetown.com or by phone on +27 21 462-7777. ◆
Dodd is Business Development Manager with Bowmans (Cape Town).
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LUXURY

Choose from our fleet of
luxury Mercedes-Benz vehicles

QUALITY & SAFETY
All international quality
and safety standards met

PROFESSIONAL DRIVERS
WE’LL TAKE
YOU PLACES

We provide luxury
transport to private and
corporate clients throughout
Cape Town and surrounds.

Qualified, professional drivers

INSURANCE

Comprehensive insurance to
industry standards plus extensive
passenger liability cover.

SUPERIOR
COACH HIRE
SERVICE
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Lockdown hobby
RETHABILE SHABALALA

W

hen home, your safe space, suddenly
becomes your work space, and escaping is a
punishable offence, it becomes easy to be
consumed by your work and lose touch with reality. Most
of my colleagues admitted that they have worked longer
hours during this lockdown, whilst working from home,
than they did before. Although we commend ourselves for
our productivity during this difficult time, it did not take
long for us to realise that we needed to establish and
redefine what “work/life balance” meant when the two
were physically conflated.

Most of us dusted off old hobbies
that we hadn’t had the capacity to
indulge in, whilst others picked up
new hobbies and skill sets in an
attempt to maintain some form of
sanity. I have always been passionate about cooking for people; my
biggest dream is to backpack
through Africa, tasting different
African cuisines.
I was unfortunately, alone at my
place for the majority of the lockdown and the only human interaction I had was with the cashiers at
Shabalala
my local grocery store using not so
subtle non-verbal eye contact.
Having said that, I found this an opportune time to dust off my apron and
sharpen some of my culinary skills. I also realised that I had to do something about the abundance of unnecessary groceries I had accumulated in
my weekly pursuit for human interaction.
I experimented with difference techniques, ingredients and explored
various cuisines. My favourite part about cooking is seeing people’s reactions when tasting my food; unfortunately, in lockdown, I only had my
palate to rely on and, to be honest, it has never misled me. Even though I
enjoy cooking, being a home cook with no professional training, I have
not always had the most confidence in my skills. A friend of mine suggested I join a virtual cooking show. I immediately went on the cooking
'show's' site, but when I encountered impossibly immaculate looking dishes,
I felt intimidated and decided not to enter. Thanks to my friend’s nagging, I submitted my entry on the last entry day, merely to appease her. Of
the hundreds of applicants, the competition selects four contestants for

each season and, not too long after I entered, I was informed that I had
been selected as a contestant alongside three professional chefs! Some
were private chefs, others ran their own restaurants. To say I was intimidated would be an understatement.
Each week of the competition, we were given a different theme and
one person would be eliminated each week.
Week one: Vegan dish
I made a Blueberry & Strawberry Vegan Cheesecake

Week two: African cuisine (excl. South Africa)
Moroccan Chraime, Naan & a side of honey-glazed parsnips
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Finale: Three tier cake
Triple Chocolate Mousse Cake

One thing I must mention is that I detest baking. However, despite
never having baked a tiered cake in my life, I managed to walk away victorious, and with a new found appreciation and respect for the art of baking.
What this journey has taught me, and I hope it’s a lesson I can impart
to others, is that, global pandemic or no global pandemic, we have
allowed our careers to consume us. We work in an industry that is
demanding; an industry that demands our entire being; an industry that is
capable of squandering our other passions if we are not careful. Our
careers define us and we forget that we used to love to cycle, to read (for
leisure), to paint, to cook, to bake. And these aren’t always just hobbies:

Winning Dish!

sometimes they are our true and genuine passions. They are childhood
dreams and goals which demand us to pursue and fulfil them.
I cannot thank my friend enough for the gift she gave me. Forcing me
to enter that cooking competition affirmed so many parts of myself,
beyond cooking, that I thought had died. I have since successfully entered
another cooking competition, but this time I do so with the same level of
confidence I have when I draft letters of demand for my clients. ◆

Stelle
JULIANA MUNYEMBATE

T

he restaurant industry has really struggled during
2020, and in these tough times, I have discovered that a great dining experience is always
good for the soul. Lawyers are always keen for a good
dinner out, and I thought I would recommend an immediate go-to that can be added to a legal practitioner’s list.

Though Stelle, in Sandhurst may look like your average Italian restaurant, it is anything but! This place breathes authenticity into its wonder-

ful ambiance and delicious Italian flare. Stelle describes its food as “simple, genuine, easy to identify flavours and textures.” The food definitely
exudes simplicity.
My first time at this restaurant was during the first six months of my
articles of clerkship. My principal and I had gone to consult with an advo-
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cate at his chambers and after that,
we made our way to Stelle for
lunch. Both legal practitioners raved
about the restaurant and, even
though I was nervous to have lunch
with them, my mouth was salivating
with anticipation. Trust me, Stelle’s
reputation is well earned.
I ordered the Duck Ravioli, which
was filled with juicy, delicious goodness and by the end of the meal, I was
reviewing the menu, plotting my
return. The staff were welcoming and
attentive, and ensured I left having
had a memorable dining experience.

Recommendations:
Stelle’s Bresaola, an Italian-style cured beef with rocket & parmesan shavings, is absolutely delicious as a starter and their Lamb Ragu for your main
course is a must-try! For dessert, you cannot go wrong with their Nutella
ice cream.
I have since visited Stelle numerous times and have always left planning my next meal there. Thankfully, the restaurant is less than 10 minutes away from any law firm
situated in Sandton and the
surrounding advocates’
chambers. If you would
allow me to play devil’s
advocate at this point, the
carbs you will put on your
waist after many visits are
completely worth it.
There is outside seating
at Stelle, which offers a
charming opportunity to sit

in their wonderfully sunny garden in the heart of Sandton for business
lunches. I wasn’t as impressed by the interior design of the restaurant; it
doesn’t meet the standards of other Sandton restaurants, but then again,
we came here for the food.
Unfortunately, the wine list is not available on their website, but you’ll
be able to find local favourites such as the Meerlust Rubicon,
Boekenhoutskloof’s Chocolate Block and a variety of Thelema wines.

Following the changes to the restaurant industry due to COVID-19,
you’re able to make reservations for lunch or dinner, by phone, their easyto-use online booking service or you can even email them your booking.
This restaurant is perfect for groups of practitioners or a client dinner,
and you will never be disappointed. I highly recommend Stelle. ◆

ANNUAL GALA AWARDS

February 2021

Gold Medals
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Dine well
TEGAN LAMBERT

A

s Virginia Woolf once said, “one cannot think
well, love well, sleep well, if one has not dined
well” These words are music to my ears and
truly embraced, as I sip my glass of chilled Pinot Grigio
and the ocean waves crash in the distance at my
favourite restaurant on the east coast – Bel Punto.

There is no better feeling than being on holiday; however, my hometown,
Umdloti in KwaZulu-Natal, is a place where people frequently holiday, so
I often find myself holidaying in my own hometown. Should you find
yourself lucky enough to travel to the warm east coast, I would recommend you add Bel Punto to your ‘eat out’ list.

My family and I have been going to Bel
Punto for almost ten years now; it’s our occasions and celebrations place. Needless to say,
the menus do not reach our table any longer as
our family has become so predictable in our
favourite dishes that these are impossible to
deviate from! Upon arrival, you are welcomed
with a complimentary crispy focaccia pizza to
keep the stomach at ease. For starters, I usually
have the grilled calamari, accompanied with
the chilli chutney (it’s a must!) or the mussels.

However, when fresh crayfish is
available, they serve a delicious
starter of crayfish with avocado and
tomato salsa.
For mains, I never deviate; I
always order the Panzerotti alla Zucca
Cremolati (translated simply: butternut panzerotti), the dish is simple yet
beautiful and often made by the
Nonna herself. Our family favourites
also include the chilli chicken (my
dad’s favourite) which is done in the
wood fire pizza oven, accompanied
with hand cut wedges and creamy
lentils and the prawn risotto.
Lambert
Dessert is always simple and cool
– Italian kisses and Don Pedro’s all round.
Bel Punto is a family-run restaurant. Mani and Vanessa (the owners) are always present, and the staff are all-hands-on-deck. The
restaurant caters for people who want to dress up and celebrate, those
who have just spent a long day on the beach, as well as those with
kids. It is a great place with great Italian cuisine and usually, depending on who you decided to invite,
great company.
And while you are in town, you
must stop by Old Town Italy for a
breakfast, and grab a take-away from
Cindy’s (best curry ever). ◆
Lambert, Shabalala and
Munyembate are Candidate
Attorney’s with Norton Rose
Fulbright (South Africa)
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Bias, hobbies, coronavirus and eateries –
musings of an unfettered legal brain
HAPPY MASONDO

Apprehension of bias
he Deputy Chief Justice Zondo had no difficulty
in dismissing the application by former
President Jacob Zuma to recuse Zondo from
the Judicial Commission of Inquiry into Allegations of
State Capture (Zondo Commission). The application for
the recusal of the presiding Justice Zondo hinged
entirely on a strange argument, made on behalf of the
former President.

T

The essence of the argument was that, given the close friendship between
the former President and Justice Zondo, the former President had a reasonable apprehension of bias by Justice Zondo against the former
President. It is extremely strange that the former President would raise an
argument that his “close friend” Justice Zondo would be biased against
him and not in his favour.
It was ironic that the former President and his legal representatives
sought to convince Justice Zondo (and all South Africans) that, because
of their “friendship”, Justice Zondo would make an unfavourable finding
against the former President. Someone should have mentioned to the
former President that if that is the treatment he gets from his friends,
then he does not need any enemies.
In the end, Justice Zondo denied the existence of such a friendship
with the former President and stated that there was not the kind of relationship between himself and the former President which would disqualify
him from chairing the Zondo Commission and/or requiring him to recuse
himself from the Zondo Commission. Phew.
Space is relative
Compared to the one room thatch roof rondavel house owned by my
maternal grandmother in RraTau, situated on the outskirts of the semirural areas of the North West Province, about an hour outside
Rustenburg, my house is relatively spacious. It thus came as a shock, and I
was indeed incredulous, when I started feeling like the walls of my relatively spacious house were closing in on me, as the hard Level five coronavirus lockdown took its toll.
I, personally, had no choice but to find a hobby to keep at bay some of
the evil thoughts which were taking permanent residence in my mind. I
have always taken pride in maintaining my fitness levels by jogging/running 8 -15km, six days a week – depending on many factors, including
the weather and my temperament. With the onset of the hard Level five

lockdown, this was not an option.
I enthusiastically took up a new
hobby, which I referred to as the
garden challenge and/or driveway
challenge. This entailed running
around my garden and/or up and
down my driveway for the same
number of kilometres each day as I
was accustomed to, prior to the hard
lockdown restrictions.
As long as a hobby remains a
regular activity done for enjoyment
during your leisure time, it is a perfect hobby. As for my garden and/or
Masondo
driveway challenges, they came very
close to ‘driving me to drink’, especially on those days when I would, in fact, reach the required kilometres
within the limits of a 0.5km radius.
What of favourite eateries

Olives & Plates is one of my favourite eateries, particularly the one which
is conveniently located at 175 Empire Place, Embassy Towers, Sandhurst.
Since my early retirement from full-time legal practice, Olives & Plates
has proven to be the best locale for both my formal and informal meetings.
While my favourite meal is their Traditional Breakfast, pictured above,
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(I generally substitute mushrooms for avocado) other companions have
added extra avocado to the poached eggs. A rasher of bacon, pork
sausage, Rosa or sliced tomatoes, (I generally prefer tomatoes raw) and a
choice of toasted bread; seeded bread ticks the box for me. The best part
about Olives & Plates is that their breakfast finishes at 12h30 on weekdays.
The crowd favourite, as it were, is their Meze platter, a selection of
small dishes of olives, hummus, guacamole, halloumi, tzatziki, artichokes,
pita and other breads, served as appetizers, typically shared by two or more
people. The sheer presentation makes this Meze platter a conversation
piece. A vegetarian friend orders this as her main meal.

When I am too late for the Traditional Breakfast, my go-to lunch dish
is the Pan Seared Salmon encrusted with chia seeds, served on a bed of
asparagus, with mashed avocado and roasted Rosa tomatoes, topped with
grapefruit. Scrumptious.

Their very diverse menu is suitable for any occasion and palate. On
the odd occasion when I have treated teenage boys to a meal at Olives &
Plates, they have raved, as teenagers do, about their burgers and fries.
I spend an inordinate amount of time at Olives & Plates, so much so
that sometimes the manager will serve me their delectable cheese cake,
on the house. I suspect that my very frequent visits to this eatery have
already more than covered the costs of that cheesecake on the house. ◆
Masondo is a “retired” attorney, plying her trade as a freelance
lawyer, who dabbles in anything and everything that takes her fancy,
unfettered!

Durban’s Italian gem – Spiga
TASMIYA PATEL

L

ooking to experience a little bit of continental
Italy? Look no further. Located on the corner of
465 Innes Road, Durban, Italian restaurant Spiga
D'oro has been a fixture on the Durban culinary scene for
many years. Nestled in Berea, with the look and feel of a
European curbside restaurant, Spiga’s menu boasts the
most delicious Italian wood-fired pizzas and handmade
pastas, with vegetarian, meat and seafood options.

The menu offers a variety of starters, including my personal favourite, the
‘bruschetta di pommodoro’. To end off your evening, you will find the
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most decadent desserts, including
the always delicious, ‘chocolate volcano’. The seating area is the size of
a small café – it definitely reminds
me of a street restaurant in Italy or
Paris. You will be tended to by the
friendliest staff, with the hands-on
presence of the owners and chef, as
they make their rounds, checking
in and casually chatting to the
patrons. However, the best, and
most special aspect of Spiga, in my
opinion, is the fact that you will
never be disappointed with what
you order. You can expect to

receive the same high standard every time you visit. I take comfort in
that, because after a long day at work, I look forward to knowing I will get
exactly what I want. The restaurant is fully licensed.
The trading hours are 11h00 – 22h00 and there is ample parking
across the road.
Spiga is truly a gem in Durban, and not to be missed. ◆
Patel

Patel is a Partner with Cox Yeats.

Casa Bella
OWEN SALMON

E

ating out is not just about the food – it’s the holistic experience. One of the splendid things about
the restaurants at Mall of Africa in Midrand is that
they all surround a large piazza. This looks south, over
the Waterfall Valley, towards Woodmead and Sandton
beyond. Kids playing around the fountained paving, beautiful people going by, good food, sunshine, and an ambience inescapably redolent of any square from any city
depicted in any European travel brochure…. It’s a great
setting. Fortunately, there are some good eateries too.

Our favourite is Casa Bella. The reception service is instant. Within a
minute of being seated, one is given two menus – one for food and one
for drinks. (Actually, there are different dinner and lunch menus for the
food.) When I ordered a sparkling water, on my most recent visit last
week (it was lunch, after all), it arrived within another minute. One feature – almost a tiny signature of the restaurant – which meets with
approval, thanks to my seemingly constant hunger, is the complimentary
serving of lightly fried fresh and crispy bite-size pizza bread puffs which
arrive at the same time. Accompanied by separate bowls of shredded
parmesan, garlic and chili,
this appetiser is a welcome
which, unfortunately, seems
to have fallen by the wayside
in many restaurants.
In addition to an extensive
array of dishes listed in the

menu, there is a lunch special on
the go – whether it is a permanent
offering, I cannot say, but I would
advise: don’t wait to find out. One
can choose from a selection of
mains for, wait for it – R89. On
offer are wood-fired pizzas, a variety
of pastas, salads, and grilled rump
(250 g) or parmesan crusted chicken. I chose the Gnocchi al
Gorgonzola. In all honesty, I felt
that I waited a few minutes too long
for it to arrive, but there again –
and in all honesty – no doubt the
Salmon
impatience of a working day was
more to blame for my perception
than the kitchen. Whatever, it was beyond worth the wait. A generous
portion, rich and creamy, fully flavoured, and perfectly plated. In short?
Excellent value for money. I had to leave, so forsook the coffee, but as an
Italian dining establishment, I’ll wager that the espresso is hard to beat.
I’ll be back, and next time it will be when no work is waiting. The
intriguing wine list (see www.casabelladining.co.za) is widely varied, and
offers many imported whites and reds. Besides, at this spot, one really
should linger a while, enjoy
the ambience, slow down,
appreciate. ◆
Salmon SC is a member of
the Maisels Group of
Advocates.
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Snapshot of November 2020...
SA Exchange Listed M&A
Adcorp announced a partial unwind of its 2013 BEE deal due to the significantly
decreased value of its share price resulting in the current transaction being materially
underwater. In terms of the new deal, the company's new strategic B-BBEE partners will
subscribe for a 35.42% stake of newly incorporated, wholly-owned SA subsidiary Adcorp
Group SA. The new B-BBEE partners will each hold: Quest Strategic Partners 7.31%,
Simeka 4.15% and AEBT 3 (comprising Adcorp female employees) 23.95%. As part of the
unwind, Adcorp will repurchase 35% of the issued B shares held by Wiphold and 25%
held by Simeka. AEBT 2 (employees not participating in the new transaction) will be the
only holders of B shares which they will hold until the unwinding of the structure in 2023.
The transaction will increase the company's SA subsidiaries BEE ownership to c.51%,
and its black women ownership to at least 30%.
African Infrastructure Investment Managers acquired a minority stake in MetroFibre
Networx for R980 million. The acquisition is part of a R1,5 billion equity funding round
that included existing shareholder STOA and new investment by the founders of the
South African Housing & Infrastructure Fund (SAHIF), Rail Mampele and Kameel Keshav.
The JSE advised that as part of a commercial arrangement with Globacap Technology to
establish a blockchain-enable private placements platform, it had invested £4 million in
Globacap for a minority stake in the company. The Globacap platform provides seamless,
end-to-end fund raising management tools designed to automate private issuances in
equity and debt capital markets. The investment will be funded from existing cash
reserves.

swiftVEE, a Cape Town-based agritech startup, secured US$1,5 million in an investment
round led by Subtropico. A livestock trading platform, swiftVEE connects online buyers to
livestock auctions for real-time purchases. The funding will be used to expand the startup's offering within South Africa and neighbouring countries Botswana and Namibia.
100% black-owned advertising agency, TrendER, acquired a 51% stake in Tell Us About
It (Pty) Ltd, trading as InfoQues, a full-service online market research company.
Financial terms were not disclosed.
Ukheshe, the SA fintech provider, agreed to acquire Oltio from Mastercard. Oltio developed the digital payments platform for Masterpass, Mastercard's QR code payments
service. Financial details of the transaction were not released.

Egypt: Ibnsina Pharma, an Egypt-based pharmaceutical distribution company, acquired
a 75% stake in online pharmacy market place 3elagi for an estimated US$1,6 million,
which will be used for expansion. The startup enables customers to search, compare
and order medication and beauty products from nearby pharmacies.
Nigeria: SeamlessHR, the HR and payroll tech startup, raised an undisclosed sum in a
VC-led round of funding led by UK Lateral Capital and Lagos-based Consonance
Investment Managers. The funds will be used to optimise its product offering and seek
to increase its pan-African footprint.

MultiChoice finalised an investment for a 20% stake in Nigerian-based online sports betting
company BetKing. The transaction price is made up of an upfront investment of US$81 million (R1,3 billion) with the potential for a further payment of $31 million (R0,5 billion) should
certain earn-out targets be met between December 2021 and December 2023.

Nigeria: BOC Gases Nigeria PLC, advised shareholders that, BOC Holdings, it's 60%
majority shareholder, has entered into an agreement with TY Holdings for the purchase
by TY of BOC's entire stake in the firm.

General Corporate Finance
Growthpoint Properties successfully completed a cash placing of 358,333,333 newly
issued shares at R12 per share to qualifying institutional investors to raise R4,3 billion,
representing approximately 12% of the company's existing issued share capital. As part
of the transaction, investors will receive the dividend of R0.40 declared on October 5,
2020 and payable on December 7, 2020.

ASSET

EXEO Capital and Stellenbosch Graduate Institute have jointly acquired the Pearson
Institute of Higher Education, which consists of 12 campuses across South Africa, with
the aim of expanding access to higher education across the country and, in time, to
other African countries. Financial details of the transaction were not disclosed.

Cape Verde: Passafree, an event ticketing and marketing platform, has merged with
Best-id, a Portuguese company, to form PassiD. The combined venture plans to expand
across the continent and Europe. Financial details of the transaction were undisclosed.

Mr Price concluded an agreement to acquire Power Fashion, a Durban-based value
retailer with 170 stores across Southern Africa. Power Fashion mainly offers apparel
merchandise, but also cellular products, basic household items, value cosmetics and
electricity. Financial details were undisclosed.

PARTIES

Unlisted SA M&A

And in the rest of Africa . . .

Mazors announced its intention to repurchase from minority shareholders, shares at
R0.25 per share, and to delist the company. If the scheme of arrangement should fail,
Mazors will make a general offer to shareholders to purchase those shares in issue not
already held by them. The company has procured irrevocable undertakings from shareholders holding 11.44% of the total issued share capital (48.33% of voting rights in
respect of the scheme).

NATURE
OF DEAL

Zarclear sold 1,847,979 Stenprop shares at R27.10 per share and 300,496 Stenprop
shares at R26.50 per share on an on-market block trade. Following the disposals,
Zarclear owns in aggregate 12,33 million Stenprop shares, representing a c.4.13% equity
stake in Stenprop.

Togo: Olam International, the Agri-food business, is to acquire a 51.0% stake in Togo's
state-owned cotton company Nouvelle Société Cotonnière du Togo for a consideration
of €15,3 million for its equity stake on a cash free, debt free basis.

SA LAW FIRM

LAWYERS

ESTIMATED
DEAL VALUE

R50m

ANNOUNCEMENT
DATE

Acquisition by

Pan African Resources from Mintails
Mining SA (in provisional liquidation)

Mogale Gold and Mintails SA Soweto Cluster

CMS RM Partners

Huneiza Goolam, Lebogang Molebale

Nov 6

Acquisition by

Anchor Group from minority
shareholders

Anchor Group

White & Case SA

Craig Atkinson, Jen Stolp, Sandile Mathebula,
Rosanna Babis, Jade Konig

R430,98m

Nov 13

Disposal by

Sasol Chemicals North America
(Sasol) to INEOS Olefins and Polymers

50% stake in Gemini HDPE

ENSafrica

Jason Valkin, Lauren Peterson, Alistair Goble

$404m

Nov 24
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Through our success in commercial litigation, administrative law, national legislation,
mineral and mining law, public procurement, property law, industrial and employment
relations, and competition law, we have been shaping the economy and social
development of South Africa since 1996.
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